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Abstract
The future operational environment challenges the Army Concept of Mission Command.
An examination of current Army doctrine, academic leadership theory & practices, and
field research interviews of select senior leaders highlight areas for improvement to meet
the future security environment. Data was collected from senior U.S. government leaders
stationed in Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. The leaders participated in an interview
process assessing empowerment characteristics, leadership behaviors, and viewpoints on
psychological empowerment, and organizational commitment. Research identified
leadership characteristics of Mission Command that provide performance factors for
senior leaders to shape leader selection and team constructs. The research findings impact
leadership styles in the U.S. Army and their development of organizational teams. In this
unstable global security environment, adaptive leaders are required to lead organizations
capable of responding to an ever-changing adversary. The incorporation of emotional
intelligence characteristics to Mission Command, revision to Army doctrine,
improvements to evaluation and selection practices of Army leaders, and innovative
training strategies across all echelons are necessary to enable Mission Command
philosophy.
Keywords: mission command, leader-member exchange theory, emotional
intelligence, organizational leadership
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Introduction and Background
A review of the U.S. Army’s Mission Command philosophy and its underlying
characteristics shaped this dissertation study. Various perspectives from leadership styles
and psychological factors of leader member exchange theory inform organizational
performance. Analysis of leadership characteristics observed in empowerment leadership
and leader member exchange theory influence organizational practices as it relates to
Mission Command in the U.S. Army.
Mission Command Philosophy
Mission Command is a philosophy the Army utilizes to command organizations.
Current Army doctrine defines Mission Command as “The Army approach to command
and control that empowers subordinate decision-making and decentralizes execution
appropriate to the situation” (Army, 2019). Mission Command principles consist of
commander’s intent, competence, trust, shared understanding, orders, disciplined
initiative, and risk acceptance (Army, 2019). Though Mission Command thought appears
throughout the history of the U.S. Army, it was officially introduced in doctrine in 2012
(Orsi & Mundell, 2019). The past nine years have been a struggle with leaders
implementing the concepts, with many leaders believing that Mission Command applies
only in combat situations (Orsi & Mundell, 2019). The difference between operational
employment of Mission Command in combat versus its use in garrison environments is
often based on situations leaders can control. This notion creates friction in garrison
environments where overzealous leaders enforce tighter, bureaucratic controls causing
subordinates to doubt the principles of Mission Command and trust (Orsi & Mundell,
2019).
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Mission Command is an important construct in military operations because it
allows for decentralized execution of orders based upon commander’s intent and agility
of subordinates to adapt to a fluid environment. Furthermore, the Army benefits from the
Mission Command philosophy because it empowers subordinates and develops networks
of trust. This level of empowerment is necessary considering the multidimensional threats
the Army faces against renewed peer adversaries. Figure 1 below provides a logic flow of
Mission Command and how it relates to the Army mission. The logic map elaborates on
the nature of war and how it applies to the Army construct of land operations. In
execution of land operations, Mission Command enables the execution of daily activities.
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Figure 1. Mission Command Logic Map (Army, 2019).
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Another aspect with Mission Command is how it feeds into current Army
leadership practices. Throughout various professional military education courses,
leadership is often one of the critical subjects of instruction. However, it is interesting to
observe the linkages between Mission Command and leadership manuals.
Army Leadership
Current Army leadership doctrine marginally incorporates Mission Command.
The philosophy is only mentioned in a simple paragraph throughout the field manual
(Army, 2019). Army Doctrine Publication 6-22, Army Leadership, does not identify or
describe leadership styles used by Army leaders. Instead, it examines the characteristics
and attributes necessary for leadership. Figure 2 below provides a logic map of Army
leadership characteristics. The leadership model describes the Army definition of
leadership, the attributes and competencies required of leaders, and the outcomes of
adhering to the leadership model. As it relates to this study, the attributes and
competencies of a leader directly impact how they utilize empowerment leadership via a
Mission Command philosophy.
The Army defines leadership as, “the activity of influencing people by providing
purpose, direction, and motivation to accomplish the mission and improve the
organization” (Army, 2019). Leadership is further explained through the Army
Leadership Requirements Model. The model divides leadership into core competencies
and attributes. The core competencies promoted are the ability of an individual to lead,
develop, and achieve. The core attributes advocated are character, presence, and intellect.
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While these characteristics provide a basis for leadership, they are not all
inclusive. Of note is how Army doctrine presents a relationship of the Mission Command
philosophy to leadership. However, underlying principles in Army Leadership and
Mission Command doctrine manuals do not elaborate on individual leader characteristics
of Mission Command philosophy as it relates to organizational performance and talent
management in hierarchical organizations. Two theories assist in defining how Mission
Command could be executed in the Army. Leader member exchange theory and
empowerment leadership provide insights on leadership effectiveness that could redefine
current Army doctrine.
Theories Supporting Mission Command
Empowerment Leadership
Empowerment leadership is an evolving trend in hierarchical structures.
Empowerment leadership is providing front line employees with the power to affect
organizational change, and consists of complex psychological power dynamics, cultural
factors, individual member characteristics, and organizational systems (Liu, 2015).
Research by Sharma, Kirkman, Gilson, and Goldberg (2015) emphasizes the current body
of knowledge of empowerment leadership focuses almost exclusively on the positive
aspects of empowerment. Similarly, current U.S. Army doctrine focuses on the positive
aspects of Mission Command but lacks a body of knowledge on the individual
characteristics that enable empowerment. A further examination of the underlying
characteristics of human behavior and psychology assists in understanding empowerment
as it relates to Mission Command. Human behavior transcends public and private sector
organizational performance. An analysis of leadership characteristics utilized in
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empowerment leadership may influence organizational practices as it relates to Mission
Command in the U.S. Army. These characteristics become apparent during a leader’s
interactions with subordinates. These interactions are framed by concepts in the leader
member exchange theory.
Leader Member Exchange
Leader member exchange involves the relationship between the leader and the
subordinate. The initial work of George Graen and Mary Uhl-Bien started the
foundational concepts of leader member exchange theory (Cohens, Lewis, &
Washington, 2019). The initial theory suggested levels of work and assigned
responsibilities focusing on specific relationships. Over time, the theory evolved to
consider multi-level dynamics and psychological characteristics of each
leader/subordinate relationship. These considerations are an important aspect of Mission
Command’s dependence on empowerment, trust, and operating in isolated environments.
A review of current leader member exchange characteristics in multi-level organizations
may provide insights into methods of identifying values necessary for operational
employment of Mission Command in the Army regardless of garrison or combat
operations. Leader member exchange relies on a relationship between the leader and
subordinate. Research examining leader member exchange in hierarchical organizations
can potentially inform organizational practices. As a hierarchical organization, the U.S.
Army’s culture of commander and subordinate relationship influences the empowerment
characteristics of the Mission Command philosophy. The codified practices and
regulations of commander and subordinate relationships impacts the ability to delegate
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power. Analysis of these deficiencies informs identification of gaps in current Mission
Command knowledge.
Critical Deficiencies to Research
Underlying principles in Army Leadership and Mission Command doctrine
manuals do not elaborate on individual leader characteristics of Mission Command
philosophy as it relates to organizational performance and talent management in
hierarchical organizations. A review of current leader member exchange characteristics in
multi-level organizations, the relationship between psychological traits of leaders, and
empowerment leadership may provide insights into methods of identifying values
necessary for operational employment of Mission Command in the Army regardless of
garrison or combat operations. A clear definition of the problem assists in providing a
research framework for further exploration.
Statement of the Problem
Currently Mission Command doctrine implied the employment of empowerment
leadership at all levels of an organization. The hierarchical structure of the U.S. Army
facilitated an examination of under-researched aspects of empowerment. Of note is the
understudied area of empowerment leadership characteristics in hierarchal organizations
such as the U.S. Army via the leader member exchange theory. Identification of this
relationship facilitated senior executives’ identification of incompatibility between
leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate leaders to improve
empowerment leadership. An examination of the psychological traits in leaders informed
what mannerisms facilitate growth and organizational performance. Data analysis from
this research provided insights to improve organizational performance.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to identify individual leader
characteristics that best support Mission Command philosophy. As a qualitative
approach, the phenomenological study of Mission Command enabled generalization of
characteristics that may be applied across the U.S. Army and its leadership practices.
Current U.S. Army leadership doctrine centers on the philosophy of Mission Command.
Research Question
The following research question guided this qualitative study:
What leadership characteristics best support Mission Command philosophy?
Aim of the Study
The aim of this study was to inform senior leaders on the relationship between
empowerment leadership characteristics and Mission Command in hierarchical
organizations. Identification of this relationship facilitated senior leaders in identifying
incompatibility between leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate
leaders. The study recognized unknown psychological traits of leaders necessary for
organizational performance and provide insights on how senior leaders design their
organizational teams.
Research Design Methodology
The deep philosophical tendencies of a phenomenological approach enabled
qualitative interviews for researching Mission Command leadership. This methodological
approach allowed for generalizations to be transferred into learning practices,
recommended institutional change, and areas for future study. The phenomenological
research utilized qualitative interviews as an approach for researching empowerment
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leadership characteristics. Data was collected from senior U.S. Army soldiers stationed in
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. The soldiers participated in an interview process
assessing empowerment characteristics, leadership behaviors, and viewpoints on
psychological empowerment, and organizational commitment. Respondents were
provided read-ahead questionnaires prior to the interview to assist in their understanding
of the research. The questionnaire was in English, and responses electronically recorded.

Definition of Relevant Terms
The following definitions assist in analyzing the research topic.
Army Talent Management: The principles necessary to transform the enterprise and
implement effective talent management practices, regardless of workforce segment.
(Army, 2016). These principles encompass investment, development of a systems
approach, balancing the needs of the individuals with the needs of the organization, and
empowerment of individuals (Army, 2016). The U.S. Army’s investment in talent
management encompasses methods to acquire talent, the development of organizations,
the correct assignment of personnel, and retaining quality soldiers and civilians (Army,
2016).
Empowerment Theory: The collection of management practices focused on enabling
followers, including decentralization, participation, information sharing, and training
(Liu, 2015).
Leader-Member Exchange Theory: The leader-member exchange theory (LMX) focuses
on the dyadic relationship between leaders and followers (Northouse, 2019).
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Leadership: The process of influencing people by providing purpose, direction, and
motivation to accomplish the mission and improve the organization (Army, 2018).
Mission Command: The Army approach to command and control that empowers
subordinate decision-making and decentralizes execution appropriate to the situation
(Army, 2019).
The study of Mission Command in the U.S. Army encompasses many facets.
Familiarization with the terms utilized in the dissertation provides a framework for
analysis. Additional concepts and theories related to Mission Command will be explored
in the literature review.
Limitations, Delimitations, and Personal Biases
A few limitations exist for the study. A concern was the examination of Mission
Command within a combat arms related organization. A more comprehensive study
should encompass all types of organizations within the Army. Longitudinal research was
also a limitation. The research was short term in nature and did not examine Mission
Command and maturation over time.
Delimitations in the study exist due to the nature of the research and geographical
restrictions. The interview population for the study was from soldiers and civilians
located on Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. This implies research findings may apply to
the entire U.S. Army (Roberts, 2010). The population size of 25 was also a delimitation.
Considering the size of the active-duty U.S. Army is over 425,000, the small population
was a manageable size for initial findings that can be refined for future research. Another
delimitation was interviewing only individuals associated with military organizations.
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Mission Command leadership characteristics may exist in all organizations however this
study was limited to characteristics related to military organizations.
Professional bias may also exist in the research. As an U.S. Army Officer with 27
years of service, examining my own service will influence the research. As a senior
leader in the U.S. Army, there is a desire to develop systems that can improve our
personnel practices. Various methods will assist in limiting personal bias. Through
limiting the research to finding relationships between Mission Command philosophy and
psychological characteristics in leaders, it prevented any personal bias to find solutions.
Another method to limit personal bias was focusing the interviewees on questions related
to empowerment and psychological tendencies of leaders.
The Role of Leadership in this Study
Leadership is a critical factor in military organizations. Leadership styles impact
the ability to implement Mission Command philosophy. A key emphasis for
consideration is what and where our research fits into the larger schema of research in the
field of empowerment leadership (Roberts, 2010). This helped to inform the research and
it impacts national strategy. The United States faces economic and technology
competition while global demand for the U.S. Army presence remains persistent for the
near future (Army, 2016). In this unstable global security environment, adaptive leaders
are required to lead organizations capable of responding to an ever-changing adversary.
Leader member exchange theory and empowerment leadership provided insights on
Mission Command characteristics that redefine current Army doctrine and development
of adaptive leaders.
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Significance of the Dissertation in Practice Study
This research impacts leaders in the U.S. Army and their development of
subordinates. Research identified leadership characteristics of Mission Command that
provide performance factors for senior leaders to shape leader selection and team
constructs. Identification of this relationship facilitates senior leaders in identifying
incompatibility between leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate
leaders in order to improve talent management practices.
Summary
Analysis of the leadership characteristics that best support Mission Command
philosophy informed current gaps in knowledge. Exploration of the current leadership
characteristics of Mission Command philosophy in military organizations facilitates
future talent management practices. Various perspectives from leadership styles,
psychological factors of leader-member exchange theory, and empowerment theory
inform talent management practices.
The utilization of phenomenological study identifies the characteristics of Mission
Command philosophy necessary to improve talent management. This informs senior
leaders on the relationship between empowerment leadership and Mission Command in
hierarchical organizations. This identified relationship facilitates senior executives in
identifying incompatibility between leadership styles and psychological traits in their
subordinate leaders. Data analysis from this research provides insights to improve
organizational performance.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Various perspectives from leadership styles, psychological factors of leader
member exchange theory, and individual characteristics inform organizational
performance. Human behavior transcends public and private sector organizational
performance. An analysis of the relationship between psychological traits of leaders and
empowerment leadership may influence organizational practices as it relates to Mission
Command in the U.S. Army. An academic literature review of various perspectives from
leadership styles, psychological factors of leader member exchange theory, and
organizational performance will present findings concerning empowerment leadership as
it relates to subordinates. The literature review will cover an analysis of the relationship
between psychological traits of leaders and empowerment leadership theory that may
inform practices in human resource management and organizational performance.
The primary focus of this Literature Review is a holistic approach to
understanding Mission Command leadership characteristics and its impact on
organizational performance. First an analysis of organizational behavior examines the
impacts of ethical decision-making and trust provides insights into characteristics that
enable success. Second, an examination of human characteristics and leadership styles
informs individual skills necessary for Mission Command styled leadership. Third, a
review of the current concepts of talent management in the U.S. Army and corporate
settings illustrates areas to incorporate psychological and emotional skill sets into
leadership training and assessments. Together, these focused areas of research provide a
body of knowledge that may inform the skills not currently captured in U.S. Army talent
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management strategies. This assists in future research areas and practices to enhance
national security.
Organizational Performance
Organizational Behavior
Various factors of human psychology and decision-making influence
organizational behavior. Factors of employee involvement, ethical environment, and
leadership challenges across public and private sectors shape the organizational
performance of various industries. Cotton, Vollrath, Froggatt, Lengnick-Hall, and
Jennings (1988) examination of participation in decision making (PDM) provides insights
into organizational effectiveness. An implication of their study is that leaders should
examine various methods to encourage employee participation in organizational
decisions. The study discovered flaws in previous research studies indicating PDM had
unilateral effects in improving organizational performance. Cotton et al.’s (1988) study
highlighted the need to review PDM in its various forms to determine the best methods
for organizational effectiveness. Their research provided a launch point for future studies
examining how various leadership styles impact PDM. Of interest is how leadership and
PDM may fail in one situation but succeed in another impacting organizational
performance.
Trends in Organizational Performance
In today’s rapid paced environment, success requires corporations to understand
how to nurture innovation. Tripathi, Guin, and De, (2013) conducted research reviewing
the innovations that enabled success in Indian corporations. Their research followed a
grounded theory approach to address what variables within an organization facilitated
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success. Their research is based on 100 in-depth interviews of executives of multinational
organizations operating in India. It sought to identify variables through which a
framework for successful innovation can be developed for Indian organizations (Tripathi,
Guin, & De, 2013). The survey focused on middle and senior management employees
who deploy innovation strategies that maintain competitive advantages or create them.
The research revealed a framework where responsive leadership, rapidness to turn ideas,
and resource management are key process enablers to corporate success. Tripathi, Guin,
and De’s (2013) research offered future researchers the platform to discern interrelationships and interactions amongst variables grouped under input, processes, and
output through quantitative research.
In contrast to Tripathi, Guin, and De’s (2013) research, sometimes subordinates
experience a form of leadership that does not motivate, build trust, or improve an
organization due to a leader’s narcissistic and toxic behavior (Doty & Fenlason, 2013).
The authors highlighted most of these leaders were very successful in their careers,
accomplished the mission, and most often met the commander’s intent despite bad
leadership traits. The effects of such toxic senior leadership on subordinates can be
detrimental. On average, a soldier can expect to serve under three toxic leaders in an 18year career (Williams, 2018). This experience has dramatic impact on the soldiers.
According to Williams (2018), the soldiers displayed avoidance strategies, additional
stress, and fear of contributing ideas to the unit. Williams (2018) states in his research
that the highest factor in toxic leadership is the lack of self-awareness combined with
passive aggressive anti-social behaviors. Such factors impact the trust among
subordinates and unit cohesiveness.
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Trust and Organizational Performance
Leaders depend on to accomplish their organization’s objectives. An exploration
of various academic sources, including research conducted in trust relationships, team
demographics, and positive psychological reinforcement provides insights into how
leaders can organize and lead teams effectively. The researchers focused their efforts on
variables influencing individual behavior as it relates to team performance. Key
observations include how organizational leaders should review team performance
incentives, team composition in relation to group dynamics in multinational corporations,
and the influence of positive encouragement in enhancing employee trust networks.
Chieh, Yi Fang, and Ming-Chia (2010) explored the relationship between trust
and team support and how it affects organizational performance. They discovered
perceived support of a team by organizational leaders dramatically increased behavior,
trust relationships, and commitment of team members. Since perceived support shapes
time behavior as discovered by Chieh et al. (2010), organizational leaders should review
team performance incentives. Bonuses, job preferences, and increased salary are
performance incentives that could improve an individual’s commitment to team success.
The efforts of Chieh et al. (2010) lend to further examination of the long-term aspects of
team support and organizational behavior.
Earley and Mosakowski (2000) reviewed how the outside factors of national
identity, demographics, and self-identity shaped group dynamics of a team. They
suggested methods of creating hybrid teams reducing the friction in transnational teams
in order to increase the effectiveness in multi-national corporations. Their study offers
opportunities for future research into individual trait dynamics as they relate to team
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dynamics. Though performance incentives may shape team performance, team
composition, as highlighted by Earley and Mosakowski (2000), factors into
organizational behavior. Leaders should review cultural and demographic data points as
they organize their teams for success. Balancing these factors can dramatically shape
group dynamics in multinational corporations.
Jo and Shim (2005) examined how supportive communications from
organizational leaders correlated to team performance. Their findings indicated increased
trust relationships between team members and management increased the effectiveness of
the team. Cross-cultural studies and examining interpersonal relations are an area the Jo
and Shim (2005) study postulates for future research. Another factor shaping team
performance is the psychological impact of positive encouragement explored by the Jo
and Shim (2005) study. Leaders should foster a positive psychological environment for
their employees to increase the employees’ mental stability and group performance.
Human Behavior Transcends Sectors
Ferguson, Ronayne, and Rybacki (2014) examined the differences and similarities
between public and private sector leadership and discovered that both public and private
sector leaders face similar challenges. However, the methods leaders have to influence
behavior vary differently between public and private sectors. The study by Ferguson,
Ronayne, and Rybacki (2014) encourages both public and private sector leaders to
examine their training of leaders. Another implication of the study is how public-sector
leaders should incorporate monetary performance rewards and quick merit promotions to
improve organizational effectiveness.
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Leadership Styles
Empowerment Leadership
Empowerment leadership is a characteristic of many organizations. Sharma and
Kirkman (2015) propose areas of future research in empowerment leadership theory.
Their research emphasized the current body of knowledge on empowerment leadership
primarily focused on the positive aspects of the theory (Sharma & Kirkman, 2015).
Research in the relationship between psychological traits of leaders and empowerment
leadership theory may provide performance factors for senior leaders that inform leader
selection and team constructs. An observed trend is toxic leaders who attempt to utilize
an empowerment leadership style create organizational dysfunction and reduced
productivity in environments with narcissistic leaders and empathic subordinates. A
review of articles concerning themes of toxic leadership and empowerment leadership
helps to inform the body of knowledge required to discern relationships between the two.
Psychological Empowerment of Subordinates
Often organizational success relies on empowerment of individuals. In 2010, Wei,
Yuan, and Di researched the psychological effects of empowerment in an organization.
Their research discovered positive correlation between empowerment and creative
performance, effects of an organization’s cultural climate on empowerment,
proportionality of a leader’s empowerment attitude to creative performance, and effect of
an individual’s psychological sense of empowerment as it relates to organizational
success (Wei, Yuan, & Di 2010). One limitation of the research is it only reviewed the
psychological effects of empowerment in one multinational corporation. An analysis of
the results shows the positive and negative psychological impacts a leader who utilizes
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empowerment, or incubative leadership style, should consider maximizing operational
benefits for a company.
In addition, Kai-Hung and Snape (2015) researched the psychological effects of
empowerment between subordinates and leaders at various levels. Their quantitative
research examined empowerment leadership in a Hong Kong based customer service
company. Kai-Hung and Snape (2015) surveyed 41 teams in a Hong Kong
telecommunications firm. Their research confirmed positive correlation between
individual and group empowerment. The study recommended future research on the
analysis of individual and group psychological aspect of an empowerment leadership
style (Kai-Hung & Snape, 2015). Both studies emphasize the need for further research to
define the effects of empowerment leadership and organizational performance.
Psychological Effects of Toxic Leadership

Military leaders live in a task-saturated environment that imposes limits on them
in reviewing the effects of their actions and discourages them from improving themselves
(Editor, 2018). Sometimes senior leaders fail to identify toxic commanders. The ability of
a toxic leader to succeed in short term crisis situations often masks their underlying toxic
characteristics (Editor, 2018). This focus on near-term success facilitates future
promotions and the future rise of a toxic leader’s authority and span of influence. Only by
senior leaders thoroughly examining the methods of success by subordinates will
illuminate the nefarious tendencies of the toxic leader (Editor, 2018).
Similar to understanding leader and subordinate dynamics, Lin, Huang, Chen, and
Huang (2017) highlight studies that show leaders who exhibit pseudo-transformational
leadership styles caused undue emotional stress on their subordinates. Their research
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found subordinates experienced fear, job insecurity, reliance on their leaders, and higher
supervisor abuse (Lin, Huang, Chen, & Huang, 2017). Their research also recommended
further studying pseudo-transformational leadership styles from a subordinate perspective
to better understand the leader’s impact on the organization (Lin, Huang, Chen, & Huang,
2017).
Though subordinates may shape an organizational climate, their collective
resilience can shape organizational performance. Units with high emotional intelligence
can mitigate some toxic leadership behavior. The civility of a unit can negate the effects
of toxic leadership (Gallus, van Driel, Walsh, Gauge, & Antoic, 2013). Recent research
indicates toxic leadership, and the civility of a unit are related factors in an organization’s
morale and strong interpersonal bonds between members facilitates the unit’s ability to
temper toxic leadership behavior (Gallus et al., 2013).
Leadership Training and Performance
Leader and subordinate interactions often shape the effectiveness of a leadership
style. Often, organizations should assign certain leaders to more challenging roles,
improve leader position rotation, and value training as methods for the effective
management and performance of their organization (Fiedler, 1972). Leadership training
and experience should be paired together for organizational performance, as highlighted
by the contingency model has explained (Fiedler, 1972). Training programs did not
produce the desired results because of false conclusions between training and human
dynamics (Fiedler, 1972).
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Transformational Leadership
In 1990 transformational leadership was emerging. Bass (1990) describes the
evolution of transactional to transformational leaders and the effectiveness of training to
develop the skills that inspire, motivate, and intellectually stimulate employees.
Transformational leadership is accentuated by many corporations, military academies,
and colleges teaching courses focused on developing these leadership skills (Bass, 1990).
Transformational leadership fosters the Jesuit value of men and women for others. While
transformational leadership shapes an organization, some individuals within an
organization may require additional effort to mitigate negative perceptions.
Interpersonal Leadership
Burke (2018) highlights the three levels of individual, intergroup, and external
organizations shaping a mindset change. Leadership is understanding how subordinates
react to the external environment and the way they perceive it (Robbins & Judge, 2018).
As leaders observe how their colleagues react to a situation, they should consider the
effect of biases in decision making processes and how it influences their behavior
(Robbins & Judge, 2018). Many times, leaders who make rash judgments based upon
their own personal biases and do not take the time to fully understand environmental
factors. Sometimes, leaders fail to recognize the constraints on an individual that are
derived from the organization (Sims & Keon, 1999).
Managing Disagreement
Robbins and Judge (2018) describe the three types of conflict as relationship
conflicts, task conflicts, and process conflicts. Within hierarchical organizations,
performance relies on synchronization of personnel and processes to accomplish tasks.
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As organizations adapt to a changing environment, some individuals may react
differently to organizational change. Based on the nature of bias, some individuals
introduce friction and resistance into organizational change out of fear (Rogers, 2003).
Robbins and Judge (2018) observations of political behavior has several implications for
workplace dynamics. As an organization forms teams and divisions, leaders should factor
in a 90-to-120-day assessment of group dynamics to counter negative aspects of political
behavior. Organizations should also review performance evaluations and
rewards/bonuses to ensure fairness and any avoidance of political favor. Though
transformational leadership may be an effective style, an organization should consider its
how it is implemented in today’s digital environment and across multi-generational
employees. The dynamics of transformational leadership often manifests itself in the
relationship between the leader and subordinate
Leader Characteristics
Leader Member Exchange
Leader member exchange theories offer a prism to view the possible relationship
dynamics between leaders and their subordinates. Lloyd, Boer, and Voelpel (2017)
explored conceptual listening as a characteristic that enables effective organizational
performance. They conducted research of 250 German employees across a variety of
professions. Their research yield insights on perceived employee feelings of satisfaction
and mutual understanding of leader expectations (Lloyd, Boer, and Voelpel, 2017).
Another aspect of leader member exchange is the value of role definition. Sears and
Hackett (2010) studied the empirical data of 161 managers and their leaders. The study
revealed use of evaluations and defining roles is a key component of leader-subordinate
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relationship and success. Another key finding is the value of core self-evaluation. Sears
and Hackett (2010) drew positive correlation between leaders who espouse high rating in
self-evaluations enhance relationship-based interactions.
Individual Skills and Behaviors
Organizations rely on sound judgment of leaders to influence subordinate
behavior for organizational performance. An exploration of various academic sources,
including research conducted in political skills, destructive leadership, and leadership
training postulates insights into the impact of a leader’s behavior on an organization.
Researchers focused their efforts on variables that impact an individual’s political skills,
the traits of destructive leadership, and development of leadership training models.
Analysis of these articles provides insights into how organizations can assess and shape
an individual’s leadership behavior. Key observations include validity of the Political
Skill Inventory (PSI) assessment tool, theoretical frameworks for modeling destructive
leadership, and insights for developing leadership training programs. Synthesis of various
analyses provides insights into how organizations can assess and shape an individual’s
leadership behavior.
Political Skills
Ferris, Treadway, Kolodinsky, Hochwarter, Kacmar, Douglas, and Frink (2005)
conducted three different studies with seven various groups in order to evaluate the
psychometric properties of the PSI. The authors conducted research which demonstrated
consistency in the PSI tool. The consistency provides a reliable tool for future research
(Ferris et al., 2005). The research also highlighted self-reporting by survey respondents
does not factor in the individual’s cognitive ability. Ferris et al. (2005) offer in their
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findings the opportunity to conduct research outside of individuals self-reporting on the
PSI. The incorporation of multi-faceted viewpoints from peers and supervisors would
demonstrate a consistent level of the results (Ferris et al., 2005). Ferris et al. (2005)
research results facilitate an organization evaluating its employees on their political skills.
Such results from PSI surveys could be utilized by management as an evaluation factor in
an employee’s total performance review and ability to integrate within a team.
Self-Assessments
Research by Krasikova, Green, and LeBreton (2013) in destructive leadership
identified underlying factors via previous studies. Through analysis and distillation of
previous studies, Krasikova et al. (2013) developed a theoretical model for understanding
destructive leadership. Results from the study could be refined by future research by
validating how destructive leaders influence followers. Krasikova et al. (2013) highlight
how organizations should develop assessment and control measures to limit destructive
leadership. Their insights illustrate how organizations can develop programs to teach
leaders how to self-assess and methods for subordinates to report bad behavior.
U.S. Army Leadership
Leadership is a critical factor in military organizations. The psychological
characteristics of the leader impacts their implementation of Mission Command
philosophy. The United States faces economic and technology competition while global
demand for the U.S. Army presence remains persistent for the near future (Department of
the Army, 2016). In this unstable global security environment, adaptive leaders are
required to lead organizations capable of responding to an ever-changing adversary.
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In July of 2019, the U.S. Army published a new leadership manual. The current
manual provides insights into the definitions of leadership, its various characteristics
required, and the dynamics of leadership, followers, humility, and counter-productive
leadership (Army, 2019). In the review of the document, it mentions talent management
once as a responsibility of strategic leaders. Mission Command is referenced ten times in
the body of the document. Each reference lacks the specificity of linkages to subordinate
development and implementation of the Mission Command philosophy.
Leadership Incentives
Leaders in government organizations often face challenges influencing personnel.
Mandated organizational activities and restrictive budgets limit flexibility in motivating
subordinates. Robbins and Judge (2018) discuss how encouraging subordinates can take
on many aspects. Pay, benefits, and intrinsic rewards influence the performance of
subordinates (Robbins & Judge, 2018). A few suggestions for influencing organizational
performance include recognizing individual differences, using goals and feedback to
influence behavior, and allowing employees to provide recommendations to decisions
that shape their future. Subordinate involvement in the decision-making process is an
intrinsic motivational tool to improve performance (Robbins & Judge, 2018). This
technique stresses how leaders should look for creativity in subordinates to shape
organizational performance.
Sims and Keon (1999) reviewed ethical decision making and the perceived
expectations of employees as it affects their decision making. Their research drew
significant conclusions that organizational policies and leadership behavior directly
shaped the ethical behavior of subordinates. Such findings reveal the impact training and
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ethical behavior modeling of leaders can enhance organizational ethics. Findings of Sims
& Keon (1999) illustrate how organizations can shape ethical behavior. By developing
formal policies and encouraging leaders to model ethical behavior, the subordinates can
be influenced to make decisions that reflect sound judgement.
Talent Management
The U.S. Army is revising its training and talent management strategies. In 2015,
the Chief of Staff of the Army directed the Army G1 (Human Resource Director) to
review talent management strategies (Army, 2016). The directive produced a strategy and
principles necessary to transform the enterprise and implement effective talent
management practices, regardless of workforce segment. These principles encompass
investment, development of a systems approach, balancing the needs of the individuals
with the needs of the organization, and empowerment of individuals (Army, 2016). The
U.S. Army’s investment in talent management encompasses methods to acquire talent,
the development of organizations, the correct assignment of personnel, and retaining
quality soldiers and civilians (Army, 2016). Currently, some of the strategies and
concepts are in execution, but they lack clarity of detail as it relates to the Mission
Command philosophy of the U.S. Army.
Summary
An analysis of various perspectives from leadership styles, psychological factors
of leader member exchange theory, and organizational performance emphasizes a
relationship between psychological traits of leaders and empowerment leadership theory
effectiveness. Though empowerment leadership is a characteristic of many organizations,
its use requires additional study for optimization in different organizations. The current
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Army Leadership manual mentions talent management only once as a responsibility of
strategic leaders. Additionally, Mission Command is referenced ten times in the body of
the document. Each reference lacks the specificity of linkages to subordinate
development and implementation of the Mission Command philosophy. This analysis is
similar to Sharma and Kirkman’s (2015) research emphasizing that the current body of
knowledge on empowerment leadership focuses primarily on the positive aspects of
theory. An observed trend is toxic leaders who attempt to utilize an empowerment
leadership style create organizational dysfunction and reduced productivity in
environments with narcissistic leaders and empathic subordinates. Research in identifying
leadership characteristics that best support Mission Command philosophy informs
psychological traits of leaders necessary for organizational performance and may provide
insights on how senior leaders design their organizational teams.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this phenomenological study was to identify individual leader
characteristics that best support Mission Command philosophy. A phenomenological
study to identify leadership characteristics of Mission Command philosophy enhanced
organizational performance in hierarchical organizations. The deep philosophical
tendencies of a phenomenological approach facilitated qualitative interviews as an
approach for researching Mission Command leadership. Phenomenology allowed
comparison of various data points from respondents to achieve a point of saturation
concerning shared perceptions of Mission Command leadership. This methodological
approach allows for generalizations that may be transferred into learning practices,
recommended institutional change, and possible areas for future study. A
phenomenological study of command informed U.S. Army leadership selection practices.
Aim of the Study
The aim of this study was to inform senior leaders on the relationship between
empowerment leadership characteristics and Mission Command in hierarchical
organizations. Identification of this relationship facilitates senior leaders in identifying
incompatibility between leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate
leaders. The study recognized unknown psychological traits of leaders necessary for
organizational performance and provide insights on how senior leaders design their
organizational teams.
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Research Question
The following research question guided this qualitative study:
What leadership characteristics best support Mission Command philosophy?
Research Design
The deep philosophical tendencies of a phenomenological approach enabled
qualitative interviews for researching Mission Command leadership. This methodological
approach allowed for generalizations that may be transferred into learning practices,
recommended institutional change, and possible areas for future study. The
phenomenological research utilized qualitative interviews as an approach for researching
empowerment leadership characteristics. Data was collected from senior Department of
Defense officers and civilians stationed in Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. The
respondents participated in an interview process assessing empowerment characteristics,
leadership behaviors, and viewpoints on psychological empowerment, and organizational
commitment. Respondents will be provided read-ahead questionnaires prior to the
interview to assist in their understanding of the research.
Participants
The research was conducted at the Army War College (AWC) in Carlisle
Barracks, Pennsylvania. The Army War College is the senior educational institution of
the U.S. Army providing strategic leadership theory to DOD Service representatives and
selected government agencies (AWC, 2019). The research incorporated senior leaders
who served on staff or commanded battalion or similar organizations (300 – 800
individuals in the organization) and civilians of various specialties. The sample size was
25 individuals. Though 25 participants may not be a point of saturation considering the
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size of the Army, it is a manageable population to potentially represent a saturation point
on an Army installation to enable future enterprise level research. The participants were
selected (12 Operations Career Field Officers, 11 Support Career Field Officers, 2
Interagency Professionals) at the same population size observed to ensure the correct
representation (Creswell, 2018).
The sample is suitable because it represents a cross-section of a unit or installation
under study. A consideration is this may require approval of the unit under observation or
from a higher U.S. Army element if done during duty hours. Coordination with the
appropriate Army War College leadership at Carlisle Barracks will facilitate adherence to
appropriate base guidance concerning research involving Army personnel.
Recruitment Process
Solicitation of volunteers for the study was via social networks, on-base
university email, and telephone calls. The recruitment process consisted of an email
invitation (Appendix A) and a research bill of rights (Appendix B). An initial comparison
of the volunteers to desired sample size and rank distribution was conducted before
selecting the interviewees. Upon confirmation of a participant’s willingness to participate
in the research, and initial interview time was established. Based upon the participant’s
desires, the interview setting determined by them and followed current IRB protocol
concerning social distance interviews due to COVID-19. Participants received a
document outlining the steps in the research process and acknowledge any necessary
communication to facilitate follow-up questions and verification of their statements.
Participants were informed of confidentiality rules and how their interview data will be
protected. All participants were assigned a unique identification code and digital
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interview data was secured utilizing data at rest protocols on a separate removable hard
drive.
Data Collection Tools
Data was collected via questionnaires and interviews. The project utilized
qualitative interview protocols based on the worldview of constructivism. This view
emphasizes an understanding of historical and cultural context while facilitating multiple
values and insights (Creswell, 2018). Interviews are a valid instrument. Interviews allow
for participants to provide historical information while also allowing the researcher the
ability to regulate the questioning (Creswell, 2018). Key to validity and constancy in the
data is utilizing the same interview questions and procedures for each person in the study.
An initial survey measured participants current utilization of Mission Command skills.
The survey is based on questions utilized by the Combined Arms Center Research on
Army Leadership (CAC, 2017). The interviews followed a semi-structured format
allowing for direct answers, while also facilitating a respondent’s ability to provide
personal thoughts.
Interview Questions
Interview questions (Appendix C) fall under three distinct categories. The
interview protocol considered the philosophical nature of Mission Command theory,
LMX theory & group dynamics, and the hierarchical nature of DOD. These categories
allow for a clear separation between philosophy versus implementation practices. The
questions are derived from current Army doctrine and based on underlying philosophical
and leadership perspectives. The interview questions in the Appendix were derived from
pilot questions during previous dissertation preparatory classes and questions utilized by
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the Combined Arms Center Research on Army Leadership (CAC, 2017). Three
individuals were interviewed using similar based questions which assisted in
development of the current questions. Use of probing questions such as “Tell me more”,
“Can you expand on that thought?”, and “Can you explain your logic for that response?”
assisted in collecting additional data points (Creswell, 2018).
Philosophical Perspectives


In your words, what is Mission Command?



What is empowerment leadership?



What is the nature of the decision cycle as it relates to empowerment?

Leadership and Group Dynamics Perspectives


Should leaders delegate complex problems via empowerment?



What are the psychological traits necessary in leaders to enable Mission
Command?



What are the psychological traits necessary in subordinates to enable Mission
Command?

Hierarchical Dynamics Perspectives


Does the hierarchical nature of military organizations inhibit empowerment
leadership?
The researcher scheduled interviews with the participants and used both paper

notetaking and iPhone voice recordings for data capture. Before beginning the research
questions, each participant was asked permission to record the interview. Recordings
were transcribed via automated computer applications while cross referencing the
automated transcriptions with voice and paper notes.
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Data Collection Procedures
Data collection practices consisted of several steps to complete the study. The
phenomenological study data was collected through a human instrument approach. The
study required a 9-week period to conduct interviews (3-5 per week). Upon the
recruitment and screening of the respondents, the researcher explained how personal
identity of the participants will not be released in the dissertation. Before participation in
the interview, the research required signed waivers to participate in the study. As
interviews were scheduled with the research subjects, an agreed upon venue [Zoom ®,
Facetime®, telephone call, etc.] and time was established for the interview. The interview
followed a semi-structured approach and used both paper notetaking and iPhone voice
recordings for data capture. Each interview took 60 to 90 minutes. Following the
interview, there was an initial thank-you for their participation and guidance provided
concerning a follow-up review of the transcribed interview. Data from the recordings was
transcribed via automated iPhone applications while cross referencing the automated
transcriptions with voice and paper notes. The transcriptions were edited into formats
suitable for future coding processes. Pending any follow-up questions, a formal thankyou was sent to participants for their assistance in the research and dissertation process.
Data Analysis Plan
Data analysis was based on a qualitative approach. Initially the data was framed
using the Creswell’s data analysis spiral framework (Creswell, 2018). This involved
capturing the data, classifying it, analysis of the findings, classifying the data, and then
finding ways to represent or visualize the findings as highlighted in Figure 3 Data
Analysis Procedures.
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Figure 3 Data Analysis Procedures (Creswell, 2018).

In Vivo coding was used in the research to organize and analyze the data. In Vivo
coding facilitated identifying key words of phrases from the interviews (Creswell, 2018).
These key words were then refined into emerging themes (Creswell, 2018). This allowed
for the actual representation of the data provided by the respondents to be reflected in the
analysis. A computer-based data analysis system was used to code the data. Creswell
(2018) suggested member checking as a method to inform credibility of the findings. This
process involved taking refined transcriptions and having the interviewee review and
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further comment or clarify their answers. Current analysis of available coding software
for MacOS computers identified NVivo 12® as a quality choice. The software facilitated
graphical representation of collected data and offered transcription services with 90%
accuracy. Additionally, reflexive thinking practices were incorporated into the study
(Creswell, 2018). Reflexive thinking allowed for personal experiences and knowledge
gained during the research to be utilized for coding and development of themes
(Creswell, 2018).
Researcher bias during the process was mitigated by using bracketing techniques.
This involved the researcher having an open approach to questions and using curiosity to
refine questions to ask during the interview (Creswell, 2018). To counter potential
researcher bias, a professional approach was always maintained. Avoidance of voice
inflection or body language that suggest any answer or response to a research question
was utilized. Data was reported in accordance to established APA and Creighton
Dissertation manual standards.
Methodological Integrity Reflections
Often senior executives seek to develop strategic leaders to implement their
organizational vision. Though leaders may receive formal instruction in the art of
leadership, the science of understanding human behavior is a key concept to master. An
analysis of leadership journal articles using a deliberative reflection style provides
understanding of human behavior and its impact on an organization’s success. A review
of the articles in relation to the U.S. Army philosophy of Mission Command provides
insights into methods for rewarding performance and assessing potential in subordinates.
Key observations include the tangible and intrinsic factors that motivate individuals and
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the importance of assessments. As scholars of organizational leadership, we should
question the characteristics described in our organizational doctrine and the procedures
required for talent management. The quest in this dissertation is to discover the leadership
characteristics required to lead the next generation and the methods to select quality
talent.
Ethical Considerations
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was acquired prior to research
implementation and all participants will be anonymous in the final research project. The
individuals will be briefed on the research prior to completing the questionnaire and
ensured their responses will be treated in confidence. Ethical concerns are balancing the
demographics of the subject with any identifiable information related to their position or
rank in the U.S. Army in their answers. Data will be collected via interviews and an
intake questionnaire. The ability to ensure 100% complete anonymity or confidentiality
cannot be fully guaranteed. Though every step will be taken to ensure privacy of the data,
some answers may contain identifiable information about that person. Though all
answers from a source will be confidential, aggregation of all answers may lead to a trend
or generalization. Participant identity will be protected by using randomized numbers to
represent the participants. Data will be stored on a removable hard drive using data at rest
protection techniques. The accuracy of transcription will be maintained by using voice
transcription and referencing written notes to ensure correctness of the transcription.
Summary
Analysis of the leadership characteristics that best support Mission Command
philosophy informs a current gap in knowledge. Exploration of the current leadership
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characteristics of Mission Command philosophy in military organizations will help to
facilitate future talent management practices. Though empowerment leadership is a
function of many organizations, its use requires additional study for optimization in
different organizations. Research in the relationship between psychological traits of
leaders and empowerment leadership theory provides performance factors for future
talent management procedures. The utilization of phenomenological study should identify
the characteristics of Mission Command philosophy necessary to improve talent
management. Data analysis from this research may provide insights to improve
organizational performance.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The aim of this study was to inform senior leaders on the relationship between
empowerment leadership characteristics and Mission Command in hierarchical
organizations by researching the leadership characteristics that best support Mission
Command philosophy. Identification of this relationship facilitates the ability of senior
leaders in the future to identify incompatibilities between leadership styles and
psychological traits in their subordinate leaders. Through an examination of Mission
Command Philosophical Characteristics, Mission Command Psychological
Characteristics, and the Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command, new insights emerged
that shape the future of Mission Command in the Department of Defense. The study
recognized unknown/undervalued characteristics of Mission Command necessary for
organizational performance and provided insights on how senior leaders should design
their organizational teams.
Results
Field interviews conducted for the study highlighted several key results for
Mission Command Characteristics. The results were derived from analysis of Mission
Command Philosophical Characteristics, Mission Command Psychological
Characteristics, and the Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command.
Mission Command Philosophical Characteristics (Results 1)
Current Army doctrine defines Mission Command as “The Army approach to
command and control that empowers subordinate decision-making and decentralizes
execution appropriate to the situation” (Army, 2019). Mission Command principles
consist of commander’s intent, competence, trust, shared understanding, orders,
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disciplined initiative, and risk acceptance (Army, 2019). A key observation in the results
were the distinction between the Mission Command Field Manual 2012 six
characteristics of Mission Command versus the 2019 seven principles of Mission
Command.
Table 1 Mission Command Doctrine Comparison
2012 Mission Command

2019 Mission Command Principles

Characteristics


Build cohesive teams through



Trust

mutual trust.



Shared Understanding



Create shared understanding.



Commander’s Intent



Provide clear commander's intent.



Disciplined Initiative



Exercise disciplined initiative.



Orders



Use mission orders.



Risk acceptance



Accept prudent risk.



Competence

NVivo Coding provided analytical rigor to discern patterns in the results. NVivo allowed
for the graphical representation of the codes, while also providing quantifiable data points
of how certain codes intersected. Figure 4 highlights the propensity of responses while
Table 2 draws the nexus between Trust, Competence and Training.
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Figure 4 Mission Command Characteristics

Table 2 Competence Intersection
Competence Intersection
Competence
Trust

12

Training

10

In addition to the graphical representation of Mission Command Characteristics,
Appendix E Master Narrative Insights: Mission Command Philosophical
Characteristics, provides various participant responses illustrating key findings in the
study.
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Psychological Characteristics (Results 2)
Empowerment leadership is an evolving trend in hierarchical structures.
Empowerment leadership is providing front line employees with the power to affect
organizational change, and consists of complex psychological power dynamics, cultural
factors, individual member characteristics, and organizational systems (Liu, 2015).
Similarly, current U.S. Army doctrine focuses on the positive aspects of Mission
Command but lacks a body of knowledge on the individual characteristics that enable
empowerment. The interview responses provided underlying characteristics of human
behavior and psychology assists in understanding empowerment’s psychological traits as
they relate to Mission Command.
Figure 5 Psychological Characteristics

In addition to the graphical representation of Psychological Traits of Mission Command,
Appendix F Master Narrative Insights: Psychological Traits of Mission Command,
provides various participant responses that illustrate key findings in the study.
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Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command (Results 3)
As a hierarchical organization, the U.S. Army’s culture of commander and
subordinate relationship influences the empowerment characteristics of the Mission
Command philosophy. The codified practices and regulations of commander and
subordinate relationships impacts the ability to delegate power. Leader member exchange
involves the relationship between the leader and the subordinate. These considerations
are an important aspect of Mission Command’s dependence on empowerment, trust, and
operating in isolated environments. Many of the interview responses identified
deficiencies in organizational structure and processes that impact Mission Command.
Figure 6 DOD Hierarchical Limitations

In addition to the graphical representation of Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command,
Appendix G Master Narrative Insights: Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command,
provides various participant responses that illustrate key findings in the study.
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Findings
An analysis of various perspectives from the interview questions emphasized a
relationship between psychological traits of leaders and empowerment leadership theory
effectiveness. The findings, reflected in Table 3 highlight Mission Command leadership
is a characteristic of many organizations, its use requires optimization for organizational
success. Key observations include doctrine congruence issues, the validity of emotional
intelligence assessment tools, optimal organizational levels for Mission Command, and
insights for developing leadership training programs. Synthesis of various analyses
provided insights into how organizations can assess and shape an individual’s leadership
behavior and organizational processes.
Table 3 Dissertation Findings
Findings
1. The Global War on Terrorism stifled Mission Command development.
2. Mission Command lacks a common narrative.
3. Mission Command does not address the nexus of competence and training.
4. Emotional intelligence required for Mission Command is not present in
doctrine or assessment processes.
5. A perceived “zone of excellence” for Mission Command exists within the DOD
hierarchy of organizations.

Global War on Terrorism Impacted Mission Command
An unintended finding of the study was the impact of the Global War on
Terrorism on Mission Command. Interviews of the senior leaders revealed a trend that
junior officers (Commissioning year group 2000) grew up in an era where the use of
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small unit counterinsurgency tactics were monitored/controlled by echelons 3-4 times
above the parent formation. This micromanagement stifled the concept of innovation and
ability of junior leaders to take calculated risks and taught the overreliance of higher
headquarter formations for guidance and “perfect intelligence”. The impact of these bad
habits are beginning to materialize as Year Group 2000 officers are now becoming field
grade officers. Several of the interviewees commented on the paralysis of Majors and
Lieutenant Colonels to make decisions during training events while the
micromanagement tendencies are materializing in toxic command cultures within DOD
formations.
Common Narrative for Mission Command
A key finding in the interviews was a lack of a common narrative concerning
Mission Command. There are various interpretations of “Mission Command” philosophy
across the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and State Department and in doctrinal
publications and practice. The Army and Air Force follow a similar philosophy of
Mission Command. However, the Marines use the term mission type orders; the Navy
utilizes the construct of command at sea; and State Department closely aligns with the
academic theory of empowerment leadership.
Mission Command Competence
Though training was not a direct question in the interviews, the need to train
Mission Command was also a key response from many individuals. The respondents
stated that only through utilization of Mission Command at lower levels through a
repetitive process could the characteristics needed for future leaders be developed. The
current philosophical characteristics of Mission Command do not include the nexus of
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competence and training opportunities. The value of repetitive training exercises to
increase the subordinate/leader’s ability to implement Mission Command
Emotional Intelligence Required for Mission Command
The value and characteristics of emotional intelligence required for Mission
Command is not in our current doctrine or assessment processes. Emotional Intelligence
and competence were key attributes discovered in the interviews. Many respondents
highlighted that trust can only be established through competence. Emotional Intelligence
was viewed as a key component in the leader-subordinate relationship and factors such as
openness, initiative, self-awareness, and social networking were skills needed in future
leaders. Promotion systems do not account for the emotional intelligence skill set
required for Mission Command. A mismatch of our current evaluation forms to measure
to measure the “emotional intelligence characteristics” needed for future leaders
Mission Command “Zone of Excellence”
Another interesting finding is the level at which mission command seems to
operate. Respondents articulated that Divisions, Corps, and Theater level organizations
seemed optimize for Mission Command. Subordinate organizations (brigades, battalions,
companies, etc.) lacked the diversity in mission sets due to tactically focused tasks while
lack of a staff specialized at the lower levels contributed to lower levels of Mission
Command execution. Middle level formations (Theater Armies, Corps, and Division
organizations) are optimal for mission command. Institutional formations within the
Army/DOD inhibit mission command due to trust issues and high-level bureaucracies.
Tactical formations (Battalions, Companies, and below) are centered on direct
warfighting tasks and limit the concept of Mission Command. This corresponds to an
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earlier analysis of Mission Command representation in Army Doctrine where the
philosophy was prevalent in the Field Manual for Theater, Corps, and Division
Operations.
Discussion
An in-depth review of the results provided linkages to previous academic and
field research in Mission Command, LMX theory, emotional intelligence, and
organizational performance and behavior. Through an examination of the results of this
study, many responses concerning leadership characteristics are assessed to be in
alignment with current academic thoughts on organizational leadership. Of note is the
emergence of emotional intelligence as a growth area for DOD promotion and
assessments and a need to review the organizational psychology of DOD hierarchical
formations and how they impact performance goals. The field research conducted
emphasized the need for several changes to implement Mission Command within the
Army and the Joint Force. The lack of a consistent doctrine across services, introduction
of new emotional intelligence characteristics, and training requirements are all factors
that shape operational effectiveness.
Discussion 1 Mission Command Philosophy
Though Mission Command was officially introduced in doctrine in 2012, the past
nine years have been a struggle with leaders implementing the concepts (Orsi & Mundell,
2019). Leader and subordinate interactions often shape the effectiveness of a leadership
style. Often, organizations should assign certain leaders to more challenging roles,
improve leader position rotation, and value training as methods for the effective
management and performance of their organization (Fiedler, 1972). Leadership training
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and experience should be paired together for organizational performance, as highlighted
by the contingency model has explained (Fiedler, 1972). Training programs did not
produce the desired results because of false conclusions between training and human
dynamics (Fiedler, 1972).
“I mean, I think we're on like our eighth or ninth year of mission command, we're
still trying to explain what it is. So that tells me that I that would tell me that the
Army or the military is having a difficult time with the concept of mission
command in terms of execution and for me to explain what it is and try and get
people to understand what mission command is, I think and it's at its root is
supposed to be based upon intent.” (AWC Respondent, 2021).
Discussion 2 Psychological Characteristics
Leadership is understanding how subordinates react to the external environment
and the way they perceive it (Robbins & Judge, 2018). As leaders observe how their
colleagues react to a situation, they should consider the effect of biases in decision
making processes and how it influences their behavior (Robbins & Judge, 2018). Many
times, leaders who make rash judgments based upon their own personal biases and do not
take the time to fully understand environmental factors. This environmental
understanding requires a high degree of emotional intelligence to prevent destructive
leadership. Krasikova et al. (2013) highlight how organizations should develop
assessment and control measures to limit destructive leadership. Their insights illustrate
how organizations can develop programs to teach leaders how to self-assess and methods
for subordinates to report bad behavior. Using an instrument such as the PSI would
enhance leader development and selection. Ferris, Treadway, Kolodinsky, Hochwarter,
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Kacmar, Douglas, and Frink (2005) conducted research which demonstrated consistency
in the PSI tool. The incorporation of multi-faceted viewpoints from peers and supervisors
would demonstrate a consistent level of the results (Ferris et al., 2005). Ferris et al.
(2005) research results facilitate an organization evaluating its employees on their
political skills. Such results from PSI surveys could be utilized by senior leaders as an
evaluation factor in a subordinate’s total performance review and ability to integrate
within a team.
“We balance these leadership traits between what you see on an on an OPR
(Officer Personnel Record) support form versus, you know, what, what the reality
is that, you know, there's all these great traits about like, you know, presence and
bearing and cheese and leader leads and stuff like that. But, you know, how do
you how do you quantify, like listening? How do you quantify communicating
effective communication? You know, character, okay. You know, I mean, we put
down things like, you know, voice supports a commander in the equal opportunity
program” (AWC Respondent, 2021)
Toxic Leadership
Doty and Fenlason (2013) emphasized most Army leaders were very successful in
their careers, accomplished the mission, and most often met the commander’s intent
despite bad leadership traits. The effects of such toxic senior leadership on subordinates
can be detrimental. On average, a soldier can expect to serve under three toxic leaders in
an 18-year career (Williams, 2018). Williams (2018) states in his research that the highest
factor in toxic leadership is the lack of self-awareness combined with passive aggressive
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anti-social behaviors. Such factors impact the trust among subordinates and unit
cohesiveness.
“There's so many levels of approval, you know, the, the hierarchical nature

dilutes, dissonant feedback. it dilutes authentic feedback, right? I look at like, you
know, the Petraeus example, in the surge, you know, he would have his company
commander in the search, you know, he come down and be like, Hey, this is what
I want you to do, don't pay attention to the five layers of bureaucracy that are
translating what I'm saying, I'm telling you. Right. And he would say that not
knowing that there are five levels of great Americans up there, but that they're
always playing the game of telephone.” (AWC Respondent, 2021).
Discussion 3 Leader Member Exchange in Hierarchical Organizations
As a hierarchical organization, the U.S. Army’s culture of commander and
subordinate relationship influences the empowerment characteristics of the Mission
Command philosophy. Research examining leader member exchange in hierarchical
organizations informed several findings and organizational practices. The codified
practices and regulations of commander and subordinate relationships impacts the ability
to delegate power. Analysis of the results identified gaps in current Mission Command
knowledge. George Graen and Mary Uhl-Bien developed the leader member exchange
theory and it evolved to consider multi-level dynamics and psychological characteristics
of each leader/subordinate relationship (Cohens, Lewis, & Washington, 2019).. These
considerations are an important aspect of Mission Command’s dependence on
empowerment, trust, and operating in isolated environments. Leader member exchange
relies on a relationship between the leader and subordinate in an organizational construct.
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Another aspect of leader member exchange is the value of role definition. Sears and
Hackett (2010) emphasized the use of evaluations and defining roles is a key component
of leader-subordinate relationship and success. It is this role refinement that impacts
DOD structures.
“I will say it all depends what level you're if you're in the in the in the Pentagon,
visual command is hard, because of all the bureaucracy that the entails inside the
building, if you are outside of the building, if you are a GCC is much, much less
hierarchical nature may or may not have it the empowerment, however, you
know, will depend about the on the leaders way of leading how that person leads
may have a lot to do with the rest of the organization. The person is very data
driven, likes to receive data doesn't matter from whom so it's more empowerment,
empowerment, empowering, I would say the leader will not have an issue the
issue will be the mid management levels that will seem to have or that seem to
have the hierarchical aspect more so than anything else. I think that's what I've
seen the mid management. Titanium staff sometimes gets in the way and create
more bureaucracy instead of leaving letting mission command fester.” (AWC
Respondent, 2021).

Robbins and Judge (2018) describe the three types of conflict as relationship
conflicts, task conflicts, and process conflicts. Within hierarchical organizations,
performance relies on synchronization of personnel and processes to accomplish tasks.
As organizations adapt to a changing environment, some individuals may react
differently to organizational change. Based on the nature of bias, some individuals
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introduce friction and resistance into organizational change out of fear (Rogers, 2003).
Robbins and Judge (2018) observations of political behavior has several implications for
workplace dynamics. Though Mission Command may be an effective approach, an
organization should consider its how it is implemented in today’s digital environment and
across multi-generational employees. The dynamics of Mission Command often changes
the relationship between the leader and subordinate in hierarchical organizations.
“And almost it's kind of a generational thing, too, because there is there is this
point of, right, young 20s, where you do know better in the world? Yes. And then
you get a little, little more life experience. And you think, Wow, I didn't know
better than the new kidding. Like how things I did in my 20s? I would not do
now. Right? Which is a tough thing, especially for that, you know, battalion
commander to company commander relationship, because they they're right in
that gap.” (AWC Respondent, 2021).
Summary
The aim of this study was to inform senior leaders on the relationship between
empowerment leadership characteristics and Mission Command in hierarchical
organizations. An examination of Mission Command Philosophical Characteristics,
Mission Command Psychological Characteristics, and the Hierarchical Traits of Mission
Command recognized unknown/undervalued characteristics of Mission Command
necessary for organizational performance and provided insights on how senior leaders
should design their organizational teams. Key observations included doctrine congruence
issues, the validity of emotional intelligence assessment tools, optimal organizational
levels for Mission Command, and insights for developing leadership training programs.
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Synthesis of various analyses provided insights into how organizations can assess and
shape an individual’s leadership behavior and organizational processes. Addressing
doctrinal issues, incorporation of emotional intelligence in Army selection and promotion
practices, and reviewing DOD hierarchical limitation on Mission Command are areas for
improvement.
.
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CHAPTER FIVE: PROPOSED SOLUTION AND IMPLICATIONS
The elements of Mission Command are dependent upon the individual
characteristics of a leader and how they interact within an organization. The research
conducted indicated the value of analyzing psychological traits of leaders and how they
interact within a hierarchical structure. Throughout the literature review and field
research interviews, four solutions materialize that Army Leaders should implement to
enhance the Mission Command philosophy. The area for improvement consists of
doctrine updates, incorporation of emotional intelligence in personnel policies,
improvements in Mission Command training, and analyzing DOD hierarchical limitations
on Mission Command. A further explanation of these proposed solutions, implementation
concept, and impact on the future Army Force provides a catalyst for change in the
current Army structure.
Aim of the Study
This study informed senior leaders on the relationship between empowerment
leadership characteristics and Mission Command in hierarchical organizations. This
identified relationship facilitates senior leaders in ascertaining incompatibility between
leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate leaders. The study
recognized emotional intelligence psychological traits of leaders necessary for
organizational performance and provided considerations on how senior leaders design
their organizations.
Proposed Solutions
This dissertation researched discerned four solutions that Army Leaders should
apply to improve the Mission Command philosophy. The proposed enhancements
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address doctrinal issues across the services, the value of emotional intelligence in
personnel policies, the impacts of Mission Command training to increase competence,
and DOD hierarchical organizations limitations on Mission Command. Table 4 details the
proposed solutions.
Table 4 Mission Command Proposed Solutions
Proposed Solutions
A comprehensive review of Mission
Command doctrine by the Combined
Arms Center is required. The lack of a
coherent narrative across all publications
creates dissonance about how the concept
applies to operations and daily leadership.
Incorporation of Emotional Intelligence
The Army Talent Management Task
into Personnel Policies/Programs
Force should consider a comprehensive
approach that incorporates emotional
intelligence into leader assessment. Army
human resource managers should develop
emotional intelligence assessment
characteristics into NCO and Officer
Evaluation forms.
Leader Education involving Mission
Training and Doctrine Command
Command
alongside Combined Arms Center should
examine current professional military
education programs and account for ways
to educate emotional intelligence to the
force and incorporate Mission Command
leadership into training scenarios.
Introducing young leaders to the concepts
of emotional intelligence and Mission
Command facilitates their ability improve
their leadership style conducive to future
warfare.
Analyzing DOD hierarchical limitations
Combined Arms Center, Mission
on Mission Command
Command Center of Excellence,
establishes a research team to review the
hierarchical nature of current Army
formations and advancements in
technology as it relates to Mission
Command and zones of optimal
performance.
Doctrine Update
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Evidence Supporting the Solutions
Reviewing the findings of Mission Command Philosophical Characteristics,
Mission Command Psychological Characteristics, and the Hierarchical Traits of Mission
Command recognized variables necessary for organizational performance. Key
observations included doctrine congruence issues, the validity of emotional intelligence
assessment tools, optimal organizational levels for Mission Command, and insights for
developing leadership training programs. Synthesis of various analyses provided insights
into how organizations can assess and shape an individual’s leadership behavior and
organizational processes. Addressing doctrinal issues, incorporation of emotional
intelligence in Army promotion practices, and reviewing DOD hierarchical limitation on
Mission Command are areas for improvement.
Though Mission Command was officially introduced in doctrine in 2012, the past
nine years have been a struggle with leaders implementing the concepts (Orsi & Mundell,
2019). Leader and subordinate interactions often shape the effectiveness of a leadership
style. Findings indicated that leadership training and experience should be paired together
for organizational performance (Fiedler, 1972). Leadership is understanding the
psychology of how subordinates react to the external environment and the way they
perceive it (Robbins & Judge, 2018). This environmental understanding requires a high
degree of emotional intelligence to prevent destructive leadership. The research findings
illustrate how organizations need to develop assessment programs and promotion policies
based on emotional intelligence. Using an instrument such as the PSI survey developed
by Ferris would enhance leader development and selection. (Ferris et al., 2005). Such
results from PSI surveys could be utilized by senior leaders as an evaluation factor in a
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subordinate’s total performance review and ability to integrate within a team. As a
hierarchical organization, the U.S. Army’s organizational command culture influences
the empowerment characteristics of the Mission Command philosophy. The codified
organizational processes impacted the ability to delegate power. Analysis of the findings
stressed the value of role definition. Sears and Hackett (2010) emphasized the use of
evaluations and defining roles as a key component of leader-subordinate relationship and
success in a LMX construct. In combination with these literature review insights, several
contextual quotes in Table 5 reinforce the proposed solutions.
Table 5 Contextual Quotes Reinforcing Proposed Solutions
Contextual Quotes that Reinforce Proposed Solutions
Doctrine Update
“So what you're finding is, is that organizations will have their
own kind of lexicon for how they want to describe things. doctrine
provides us a common language to use. And when we step away
from doctrine, what happens is that we increase the opportunity for
miscommunication. Now, I'm not trying to preach, you know,
doctrine is the answer, the end all be all. But when you kind of
look at the complexity of the organization, doctrine does kind of
bridge a lot of gaps.” (AWC, 2021)
Incorporation of
“The subordinate leader must have the maturity to understand
Emotional
when they need to go back to the next hire staff as appropriate,
Intelligence into
because they’ve exceeded their stats competence. Or they have,
Personnel
you know, they’re uncomfortable, really uncomfortable with the
Policies/Programs problem. And when I say uncomfortable with the problem there,
you’ve got to be comfortable with the ambiguity, but you better
know damn well, when you’re incurring risk on behalf of your
commander that’s not yours to accept. Or you’ve exceeded your
authorities, by whatever policies and regulations are out there. So
it takes there’s a certain degree of maturity and expectation and
experience that comes along with it.” (AWC017)
Leader Education “I mean, I think we're on like our eighth or ninth year of mission
involving
command, we're still trying to explain what it is. So that tells me
Mission
that I that would tell me that the Army or the military is having a
Command
difficult time with the concept of mission command in terms of
execution and for me to explain what it is and try and get people to
understand what mission command is, I think and it's at its root is
supposed to be based upon intent.”
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“Not the entirety of that problem themselves, right. I think back to
Iraq and Afghanistan, or Iraq during the early 2000s. We said,
Hey, fix this city, right? Every time you're under resourced, you're
undermanned. You have a myriad of threats that will overcome
your capabilities. fix this. Right. And so that's what yeah, that was
never the answer. So I think, I think, you know, given them
complex problems, it you know, I won't necessarily say it's a
dereliction of duty, sometimes it's the situation that you're
presented, that's all in your head. But, when you can you give them
the cow problem that they can solve within their, their feet, their
sphere of mission control? And to give more than that, is no, it's I
think it's a dereliction of duty. I think the notion of, you know, the
most appropriate level for Both instructing and executing mission
command, I think defining that more clearly, I think we help out,
right, because, you know, we talk about mission command, kind of
as a broad screw, broad scope, but there are areas within an army
where it's just not applicable or not effective. So I think if you
could delineate that, that would be I think, I think, if we use the
operational levels of war as a construct, you know, I think mission
command at the tactical level, at the operational level on this
cheesy level, all of different, and I think being able to kind of
delineate kind of what it looks like at each level, I think would be
would be an effective, you know, if it's just a chart or graph that,
you know, that kind of speaks to the scope of it.” (AWC, 2021)
Challenges to the Solution

Several factors impact implement the proposed solutions. Institutional
bureaucracy, lack of a DOD approved Mission Command construct, failure to incorporate
new technology into personnel systems, and a declining budgetary environment that
emphasizes major weapon systems bias as preferred warfare solutions are factors that
hinder improvements to Mission Command. A closer examination of these challenges
reinforces obstacles that must be mitigated in an implementation plan.
Institutional Bureaucracy
Institutional bureaucracy is not a foreign concept in DOD. Many DOD formations
consist of retired individuals in the system with a limited concept of modern warfare. In a
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2016 report by Federal Times over a half of DOD employees were veterans. A common
expression in the military is “The Army of 20 years ago is designing and training the
Army of today for the battles of the next 20-30 years.” This reliance on a past combat
arms mentality vice an integrated combined arms ethos endangers future force design.
Within hierarchical organizations, performance relies on synchronization of personnel
and processes to accomplish tasks. The complexity of changing existing systems,
resistance to organizational change, desire to protect personal investments over the need
to build a resilient organization adaptive to a changing environment all impact future
improvements. As organizations adapt to a changing environment, some individuals may
react differently to organizational change. Based on the nature of bias, some individuals
introduce friction and resistance into organizational change out of fear (Rogers, 2003).
Though Mission Command may be an effective approach, an organization should
consider its how it is implemented in today’s digital environment and across multigenerational employees.
DOD approved Mission Command Construct
The lack of a common lexicon for Mission Command impacts organizational
effectiveness. Failure to implement Mission Command as a broad DOD concept allows
service specific stove pipes to exist that protect legacy programs and career fields. As the
DOD moves to a joint all domain operations (JADO) warfighting construct the need for
consistency in Mission Command rises exponentially. Without a joint framework and
operational concepts, the risk of desynchronized operations increases.
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Incorporation of Psychological Assessments
The Army has faced many challenges in leader selection and training. Failure to
adapt new emotional intelligence tests, cognitive tests, and skill requirements for future
operational environments necessitates a measure of performance/assessment criteria on
existing evaluation forms. The idea that past performance is a good indicator of future
potential does not account for emerging cognitive factors needed for future leaders. Such
new personnel systems require investments in artificial intelligence to assess the data.
Lethal Warfare Bias
A limitation for Mission Command change is institutional bias that advocates
preconceived large-scale force on force conflict based on traditional warfighting. The
emergence of cyber, space, and information warfare combined with adversaries
leveraging asymmetrical capabilities challenges DOD institutional bias. These biases
discount the modern abilities of adversaries like China and Russia while advocating for
training that advances legacy force on force combat like WWII or Desert Storm. China
and Russia wage operations against national interests while DOD prepares for conflict
that fails to incorporate emerging technology and new methods of warfare.
Implementation of the Proposed Solutions
Future implementation plans should address doctrine updates, incorporation of
emotional intelligence in personnel policies, improvements in Mission Command
training, and analyzing DOD hierarchical limitations on Mission Command. Leaders who
seek to improve these variables must account for stakeholder involvement in the change
process, a viable timeline for implementation, and an assessment plan to monitor
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progress. A further exploration of these concepts illustrates areas that leaders should
address to ensure success.
Factors and Stakeholders Related to the Implementation of the Solution
Leaders should consider resources available, current operational requirements,
impacts on organizational culture, and stakeholder interest required to implement the
proposed solutions. Implementing change requires leaders to address Industrial Age
personnel systems in the military, the impact of technology on the speed of
communicating orders, and the political implications of changing an organization’s
perceived “warrior identity”. Several ongoing initiatives can serve as pathways for
change. The Army’s Talent Management Task Force, the new doctrinal concept for
Multi-Domain Operations combined with establishment of Multi-Domain Task Forces,
and the establishment of Army Futures Command are all vectors for success. All these
solutions are in the realm of the possible through endorsement of the concepts by Senior
Army Leadership and
Timeline for Implementation and Assessment
The changes proposed for Mission Command should be phased in over time.
Considering the five-year budget cycle for DOD operations, the process is a multi-year
event. The earliest many of the initiatives could be implemented is two-three years from
approval. This is based on time required for concept socialization, identification of
research entities, and budget requests. Figure 7 details a multi-year plan to address the
proposed solutions along with proposed assessment metrics, while Figure 8 describes the
corresponding assessment plan.
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Figure 7 Mission Command Strategic Direction Implementation Plan
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Figure 8 Mission Command Strategic Assessment Plan
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Implications
Practical Implications
Leadership is a critical factor in military organizations. Leadership styles impact
the ability to implement Mission Command philosophy and it impacts national strategy.
The United States faces economic and technology competition while global demand for
the U.S. Army presence remains persistent with the rise of Great Power Competition,
challenges to democracy, and borderless threats posed by pandemics and violent
extremist organizations (McConville, 2021). In this unstable global security environment,
adaptive leaders are required to lead organizations responding to an ever-changing
adversary. Leader member exchange theory and empowerment leadership provided
insights on Mission Command characteristics that redefine current Army doctrine and
development of adaptive leaders. The Army Education System should teach Mission
Command at an earlier stage in officer and noncommissioned officer education programs
through repetitive training exercises to increase a leader’s ability to implement Mission
Command. Another implication is the need to address the operational lessons learned
during the Global War on Terrorism that are not congruent with Mission Command.
During GWOT the use of small unit counterinsurgency tactics controlled by echelons 3-4
times above the parent formation stifled the concept of innovation and ability of a leader
to take calculated risks. Many of the younger soldiers who grew up in the GWOT era are
unable to adjust to ambiguous environments and operate independently of directed tasks
from high and “perfect situational awareness”. This implies that the junior leaders during
the 2000’s are now mid-career field grade officers who might possess micromanagement
tendencies and a risk adverse persona.
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The research into Mission Command addresses critical deficiencies in the current
body of knowledge. The various definitions of Mission Command across governmental
agencies have implications for planning and execution of future operations as the
DOD/Joint Force moves to implements Multi-Domain Operations/Joint All Domain
Operations warfighting concepts. Underlying principles in Army Leadership and Mission
Command doctrine manuals do not elaborate on individual leader characteristics related
to organizational performance and talent management in hierarchical organizations. The
current personnel system of the Army rest on a foundation of Industrial Age processes.
Without addressing the current change in 21st Century leader characteristics and the value
of emotional intelligence, the Army faces adhering to dogmatic practices that limit
development of the future force. Field research into current leader member exchange
characteristics in multi-level organizations, the relationship between psychological traits
of leaders, and empowerment leadership provided insights into operational employment
of Mission Command in the Army at various levels. Without addressing the trust issue
between organizations and individuals, the Army will continue to face friction within
upper-level hierarchical formations.
Implications for Future Research
Throughout all the research and analysis, several areas appeared for future
research. The future recommended study areas naturally binned themselves into the fourpoint solution framework represented in Table 6. As topics for future research, the Army
has existing formations such as the Army Research Institute and Army Futures Command
that could naturally inherit some or the proposed future research areas. Areas that would
require additional resources or federally funded research entities include those areas with
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an AI focus and research involving reviewing Mission Command in corporate
institutions.
Table 6 Areas for Future Research
Areas for Future Research
Doctrine Update
 What is the Joint service concept for
Mission Command?
Incorporation of Emotional Intelligence
 What are the qualities needed for
into Personnel Policies/Programs
promotion that are different from
current system?
 What leader/subordinate counseling
techniques facilitate emotional
intelligence?
Leader Education involving Mission
 What is the impact on Mission
Command
Command training and leader
development due to the Global War on
Terrorism?
 How does artificial intelligence
networks in future operational
environments Mission Command
philosophy?
 Where does the DOD need to invest in
technology for future Mission
Command success?
 What are the personnel practices in in
corporate America that enable high
level organizational performance? What
are the lessons learned from Google,
Facebook, Amazon, and Apple?
 What are the educational degrees that
enable the military’s development of a
Mission Command leadership style?
Analyzing DOD hierarchical limitation on  What are the different variables and
Mission Command
successes associated with Mission
Command in flat versus hierarchical
organizations?
 How do leaders “prove” Mission
Command works in an organization?
 How is Mission Command executed in
corporate America? What are the
lessons learned from Google, Facebook,
Amazon, and Apple?
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Implications for Leadership Theory and Practice
This research impacts leaders in the U.S. Army and their development of
subordinates. Research identified leadership characteristics of Mission Command that
provide performance factors for senior leaders to shape leader selection and team
constructs. Identification of this relationship facilitates senior leaders in identifying
incompatibility between leadership styles and psychological traits in their subordinate
leaders to improve talent management practices.
Summary of the Dissertation in Practice
Mission Command doctrine implied the employment of empowerment leadership
at all levels of an organization. The hierarchical structure of the U.S. Army facilitated an
examination of under-researched aspects of empowerment. Of note is the understudied
area of empowerment leadership characteristics in hierarchal organizations such as the
U.S. Army via the leader member exchange theory. Identification of this relationship
facilitated senior executives’ identification of incompatibility between leadership styles
and psychological traits in their subordinate leaders to improve empowerment leadership.
An examination of the psychological traits in leaders informed what mannerisms
facilitate growth and organizational performance. Data analysis from this research
provided insights to improve organizational performance. Addressing doctrinal issues,
incorporation of emotional intelligence in Army selection and promotion practices, and
reviewing DOD hierarchical limitation on Mission Command are areas for improvement.
The proposed solution framework is expressed in Table 6.
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Table 7 Mission Command Proposed Solutions
Proposed Solutions
Doctrine Update.
A comprehensive review of Mission
Command doctrine by the Combined
Arms Center is required. The lack of a
coherent narrative across all publications
creates dissonance about how the concept
applies to operations and daily leadership.
Incorporation of Emotional Intelligence
The Army Talent Management Task
into Personnel Policies/Programs
Force should consider a comprehensive
approach that incorporates emotional
intelligence into leader assessment. Army
human resource managers should develop
emotional intelligence assessment
characteristics into NCO and Officer
Evaluation forms.
Leader Education involving Mission
Training and Doctrine Command
Command
alongside Combined Arms Center should
examine current professional military
education programs and account for ways
to educate emotional intelligence to the
force and incorporate Mission Command
leadership into training scenarios.
Introducing young leaders to the concepts
of emotional intelligence and Mission
Command facilitates their ability improve
their leadership style conducive to future
warfare.
Analyzing DOD hierarchical limitations
Combined Arms Center, Mission
on Mission Command
Command Center of Excellence,
establishes a research team to review the
hierarchical nature of current Army
formations and advancements in
technology as it relates to Mission
Command and zones of optimal
performance.
The United States faces near -peer competition while global demand for the U.S.
Army presence and leadership remains persistent for the near future (Army, 2016).
Leadership is a critical factor in today’s changing environment. Leadership styles of
officers impact their ability to implement Mission Command philosophy. A key emphasis
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for consideration is where this research fits into the larger schema of research in the field
of empowerment leadership (Roberts, 2010). This research impacts leaders in the U.S.
Army and their development of subordinates. Research identified leadership
characteristics of Mission Command that provide performance factors for senior leaders
to shape leader selection and team constructs. In this unstable global security
environment, adaptive leaders are required to lead organizations capable of responding to
an ever-changing adversary. Leader member exchange theory and empowerment
leadership provided insights on Mission Command characteristics that redefine current
Army doctrine and development of adaptive leaders.
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Appendix A
Kelvin Mote
PO Box 331269
JBLM, WA 98433

Dear xxxx,
I am a doctoral candidate at Creighton University conducting research regarding
leadership characteristics in the Army. The perceptions of soldiers concerning Mission
Command characteristics is of critical importance to this study. Thank-you for agreeing
to participate in my research. Mission command is an important construct in military
operations because it allows for decentralized execution of orders based upon
commander’s intent and agility of subordinates to adapt to a fluid environment.
Furthermore, the Army benefits from the Mission Command philosophy because it
empowers subordinates and develops networks of trust. This level of empowerment is
necessary considering the multidimensional threats the Army faces against renewed peer
adversaries.
Please complete this questionnaire assessing current perceptions. It will only take
a few minutes of your time. This questionnaire asks you to rate your unit in relation to
Mission Command concepts. Please complete the attached survey and return in the
enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope no later than (DDMMYY). Additionally, we
will schedule the second follow-up interview at your convenience. The interview will
take approximately an hour. All responses will remain confidential, and your anonymity
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will be ensured. Your responses will contribute to this timely research about Mission
Command. A summary of the research will be mailed to you upon completion.
Please rate the statements below using the following scale
Little or No Degree of Support

Some Support

A Great Degree of

Support
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

My leaders enable subordinates to determine how best to determine their
tasks
My leaders allow subordinates to take risks
Our team is always provided a clear mission and end-state
My leaders created shared situational understanding
My leaders tell out nit to the result to be attained instead of how to achieve
it
My leaders build effective teams

I appreciate your assistance and participation in this study

Sincerely,

Kelvin Mote
Doctoral Candidate
Creighton University
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Appendix B
Bill of Rights for Research Participants
As a participant in a research study, you have the right:
1. To have enough time to decide whether or not to be in the research study, and to
make that decision without any pressure from the people who are conducting the
research.
2. To refuse to be in the study at all, or to stop participating at any time after you begin
the study.
3. To be told what the study is trying to find out, what will happen to you, and what you
will be asked to do if you are in the study.
4. To be told about the reasonably foreseeable risks of being in the study.
5. To be told about the possible benefits of being in the study.
6. To be told whether there are any costs associated with being in the study and whether
you will be compensated for participating in the study.
7. To be told who will have access to information collected about you and how your
confidentiality will be protected.
8. To be told whom to contact with questions about the research, about research-related
injury, and about your rights as a research subject.
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Appendix C
Date:

Interviewee:

I would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed for this research study
investigating leadership characteristics in the Army’s concept of Mission Command. The
purpose of this research is to identify individual leader characteristics that best support
Mission Command philosophy. I would like to remind you that any information collected
for the study such as your comments and any observations made will remain anonymous.
I would ask that you read and sign the consent form before we start and if you feel the
need to stop, take a break or clarify anything please feel free to do so. If you have any
further questions or concerns at any point you may contact me at 808.497.4263 or
kelvinmote@creighton.edu.
Demographic Data
DOD or Federal Service Organization:
Previous Organizational Leadership Experience:
Career Field Designation (Example Armor Officer, Logistics Officer, Foreign Service
Officer, etc.):
Next anticipated assignment/posting:
Philosophical Perspectives
1. In your words, what is Mission Command?
Stated definition from U.S. Army Doctrine
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“the exercise of authority and direction by the commander using mission orders to
enable disciplined initiative within the commander’s intent to empower agile and
adaptive leaders in the conduct of unified land operations”
2. In your words, what are the leadership characteristics exhibited in Mission
Command?
Stated characteristics from U.S. Army Doctrine


Build cohesive teams through mutual trust.



Create shared understanding.



Provide clear commander's intent.



Exercise disciplined initiative.



Use mission orders.



Accept prudent risk.

3. What is empowerment leadership?
4. What is the leadership characteristics necessary to enable Mission Command?
5. Describe your thoughts on Mission Command and/or empowerment leadership in
hierarchical organizations?
6. What means do you believe are necessary to enable empowerment and Mission
Command?
What authority is necessary?
What situational awareness/understanding is necessary?
What communication, is necessary?
7.

What is the nature of the decision cycle as it relates to empowerment?
Can you expound on that?
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8. What are the strategic and political implications of failure if tasks are delegated?

Leadership and Group Dynamics Perspectives
9. Should leaders delegate complex problems via empowerment?
Can you expound on that?
Why do you believe that?
8. What are the psychological traits necessary in leaders to enable Mission Command?
9. What are the psychological traits necessary in subordinates to enable Mission
Command?
10. Does the hierarchical nature of corporations or government inhibit empowerment
leadership?
Would you expound on that?
11. If there is something more you would like to add about Mission Command and /or
empowerment leadership that I have not asked?
12. Have you witnessed a situation where Mission Command was utilized ineffectively?
Can you describe that?
What may have assisted to help the situation?
13. What are areas that you recommend for future study concerning Mission Command
and empowerment leadership?
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Appendix E
Master Narrative Insights: Mission Command Philosophical Characteristics
Discourse and dimension
Trust
Shared confidence between
individuals and organizations that
enable Mission Command and
organizational effectiveness.

Respondent insights
“My current Boss, right, he knew I had a
parent teacher conference. In the middle
of the day. He trusted me that if I took a
three-hour lunch in the middle of the day,
I was going to get a legal memo done by
the end of the day. I was just going to
work extra hard, right? stay late. And I
would get the memo done by the next
day. So that was empowering for me.
And I think also for him, and he trusted
me that yeah, if I’m gone from 11
o’clock, and I don’t come back to work at
the 1400, it wasn’t going to impair
mission accomplishment. And I think it
was good for me to have that flexibility of
time to know that if I need to go to do a
parent, teacher conference, smack dab in
the middle day, I can go, and he trusted
me enough that I’ll still get my work
done. And that I think it’s just a very
small illustration of a good empowerment
initiative.” (AWC001)

“I think you have to have trust across
your organization and with your leaders.
So trust that their qualifications, got them
to where the point is that the process
worked to get the right people in leading
the right spots and, and trust that they
understand the situation as well as they
possibly can when they’re making
decisions.” (AWC004)

“Trust as a leader, trusting your
subordinates, but that means that you
have to actually know your subordinates
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Because it doesn’t mean that everybody
gets the same level of trust. And it
doesn’t mean that the same level of trust
should be accorded in all situations at all
times. And so I think that that’s where, if
we’re picking leaders to determine when,
and how we apply mission command, you
have to really know your team, and
understand the mission that you’re about
to undertake.” (AWC010)

“Really, it’s for me, it’s building a
cohesive team through mutual trust. And
then the use of mission orders, and then
the application of risks. Mutual trust part
is getting to know your people at the, at
the more of the personal level, you need
to get to know those leaders who are
charged with the task, beyond just giving
them an order, they move out, you build
trust, you build harmony, or you build a
team through the mission orders. It goes
back to empowering a subordinate leader
to decentralize execution, execute off the
orders mutual trust and you know, some
discipline initiative.” (AWC020)
Competence
The inherent knowledge, skills, and
ability of a person to interact and
perform at expected levels within an
organization.

“So its dedication to the goal. dedication
and mission, I guess is still absolutely
essential. Leaders either teach themselves
by reading and researching on their own,
what, what can make their team stronger,
and how they can go about leading that,
or they learn by talking with others, or I
would say almost the most in my cases,
like learning through observation of what
to do and what not to do. And then
requesting feedback and sort of muddling
along and attempting to improve as you
go.” (AWC002)
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“I think you have to have a solid
knowledge base and training background
like we you have to know that the people
that you’re enabling this with are
qualified to, to make the decisions that
you’re asking of them. And if you’ve, if
you put them in that situation without
providing them that background, that
basis, that experience base, then then
you’re, you’re not really living up to the I
feel like the meaning of it.” (AWC004)
“So think so think there’s so competence
right. So, understanding what
understanding what being able to evaluate
what your subordinates what skills,
knowledge and attributes that they have,
you know, what I mean? So, you can
determine how much leeway how you
balanced that out. ability to self-assess.
So, you know, if, if using mission orders
and providing that you that subordinates
don’t do what you want to do, being able
to first look in the mirror and say, Yeah, I
think it depends on the level of trust that
you build up with that subordinate, right.
So you don’t want to be in my view, you
know, go back to my tank man
experiences I was looking at the company
commanders there were ones that I knew
could very easily handle complex tasks.
There are others that I knew needed a
little help, right. My intent was never to
set those set somebody up for failure,
right. So if you if you know through your
assessment through your evaluation that
is probably going to be outside of the
reach. Have that individual, then? Then
maybe you don’t delegate so much, or
maybe provide some overhead support or
find other ways to help mitigate that.”
(AWC006)
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“I like to three things that I would say
that enable you to lead that way. One is,
one is just competence. More
importantly, is confidence that you’re
confident in yourself and your abilities.
And I guess that what ties into that also is
I’ll use the word humility. And so the
first part is that hey, I’m, I’m confident in
what I’m asking folks to do, and in how
it’s going to achieve the mission. Letting
it but I you know, and then I’m confident
enough in my own abilities, that I’m not
threatened by them coming up with, you
know, by a subordinate coming up with a
new novel, great way to do it, which
really comes down to the humility piece
of it is, you know, what, they probably
have a much better idea on how to
actually do something. In theory, they’re
experts or I shouldn’t say in theory, but
you know, they’re experts at their field as
well.” (AWC008)
Communication Skills
The ability of a leader to effectively
express their desired guidance and
knowledge to subordinates.

“I think that commander should have
better understood and better clarify what
his objective for was with the unit,
meaning was the unit’s mission objective
to check all the blocks. So if it was, I
think the soldiers would have understood
that, that our mission is to check blocks,
and just do chaining certificates. And if
that were the case, I think everybody
would be a lot happier.” (AWC001)
“Okay. So, they have to be good at
communication. They have to be able to
provide feedback, constructive feedback
without tearing the person down. They
have to be able to listen to understand the
kind of problems that their subordinate is
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facing. The need to provide space and
have trust that that subordinate is going to
perform to the best of their ability.”
(AWC002)
“I think a credible and a communicate a
voice, probably the most important
enabler I think is really important is the
ability to communicate. I think that’s it
communication, the ability to
communicate to issue orders with the
clear end state and commander’s intent
without being overly prescriptive, and
how to solve the problem.
Communication, obviously,
understanding that you are
communicating the given intent for an
operation. Communicating clearly and
often.” (AWC011)
“The first is effective communication,
being an effective communicator, if you
are an effective communicator, you can
then begin to discuss establishing shared
understanding, which would be the
second characteristic, okay. Only with
shared understanding, do you have an
appreciation for the operating
environment. And then the third critical
piece to this is demonstrating
competence.” (AWC024)

Mission Accomplishment
Mission Accomplishment is the
ability of an individual or organization
to achieve desired results. Within a
Mission Command construct it
symbolizes the end goal and the
methods to achieve it.

“If I were a commander today, the ability
to provide the subordinate commanders
coordinate leaders, the space for them to
make the decisions, they need to they
need to make at their own levels of work
for that we have to clarify the level of
decision-making authority that those
leaders have. So they can do, they can
have the decision, the discipline initiative,
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they can so they can make the right
decisions at their level based on their
decision making authority. So mission
command, to me is, is the trust between a
subordinate and the leader on the ability
to accomplish the mission in the way that
they both think is the best” (AWC023)
“So, mission command, for me, is giving
subordinate commanders the mission of
what needs to be accomplished and
giving them the purpose behind it via the
commander’s intent. Or another way of
saying it is giving them the why to
accomplish the mission.” (AWC016)
“I’d say mission command is explaining
the situation. And the commander’s intent
to empower subordinates to take initiative
to apply judgment, to missions while
operating within our existing
organizational construct. And in keeping
with our professional culture. are aware
that they both have skin in the game, then
that’s going to impact the overall mission
[accomplishment]” (AWC010)

“When units clearly understand what they
need to accomplish. It lends a level of
confidence of what you’re doing. And
when you just know, you know, what
they’re progressing towards.” (AWC001)
Mission Type Orders
Mission Type Orders is a formal
process which enables the execution
on Mission Command styled orders.

“I don’t know, if it’s official Marine
Corps stuff, but I liked it, it was the, that
it’s a responsibility of the, of the
commander in the leader to provide kind
of the, you know, the task and the
purpose, that direction stuff, and then and
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resource, the resources. And then it’s the
responsibility of the subordinate unit, or
the subordinate commander, to execute
the task, execute the mission, or if you
can’t execute the mission, to go back to
the commander and ask for additional
resources or a change in the mission or
exactly why he can’t do it. So it’s a lot of,
I guess, giving people the tools to
succeed. And that that part of those tools
includes you know, what you’re doing,
why you’re doing and the resources to do
it.” (AWC008)
“So we speak in our doctoral publications
directly about the purpose behind mission
type orders mission command, our
philosophy of maneuver warfare, is that
giving a subordinate commander, a
mission with an intent, a purpose, the
commander’s intent allows him to take
action, that could not be accomplished in
and we do use observe, orient, decide, act
[OODA] loop pretty extensively. You
could not make that decision fast enough.
If he had to run it up the flag every time
to get inside of the enemies. But by
allowing those subordinate commanders
to take action and take advantage of the
situations as they present themselves, you
can outpace the enemy’s ability to flow
through his OODA loop.” (AWC016)
“So mission command is the exercise of
leadership through mission type orders.
But it is buttress by the notion of
extending trust. And providing, providing
latitude for subordinate commanders to
execute the mission. Also, I think
inherent to that is, is the notion that
mission command denotes a certain level
of, you know, it’s a, there’s a duality to it.
Right. And so it’s the notion that it is, it is
commander centric, where the
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commander is providing, you know, the
caliber of intent, an end state, and in
allowing support commanders to execute.
But it also is commander centric in the
sense that, you know, certainly during the
development of those mission type
orders, the commander is intrinsically
involved in the day to day conduct of
planning has to ensure that from start to
finish, it is both efficient and reflective of
their vision of the world, they want to see
at the end of the mission” (AWC025)
“I think a mission command a lot of
terms, what we try to achieve and
planning for your lining, you’re aligning
things in time, space and purpose, but
now you’re giving it to individuals. And
you’re using the individual the
knowledge, the individual skills and
attributes to best execute the plan mission
all together, according and much like,
much like a symphony of operations to to
achieve a common or stated or directed
goal or task. Kind of like centralized
planning, and decentralized execution,
which then enables a subordinate leader
to make decisions within the intent is
executed in a decentralized manner.”
(AWC019)

Training
The activities and processes that
facilitate learning the art and science
of Mission Command.

“The agency offers leadership training at
the federal executive Institute. That’s the
main way there’s also a supervisor
certification course, that’s two weeks
long, anyone who supervises others is
required to complete it. But that
certification course, doesn’t go into very
deep detail on how to create teams
effectively, it’s, it’s pretty light touch on
the details. Leaders either teach
themselves by reading and researching on
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their own, what, what can make their
team stronger, and how they can go about
leading that, or they learn by talking with
others, or I would say almost the most in
my cases, like learning through
observation of what to do and what not to
do. And then requesting feedback and
sort of muddling along and attempting to
improve as you go. If you were going to
run your organization as a mission
command type organization, I think some
scenario-based training for the
commanders or internal to your
organization would be probably pretty
helpful. Just so you can see the, as a
commander, you can see the outcomes.
And you can see the kind of thought
process for individuals.” (AWC002)
“I think you have to have a solid
knowledge base and training background
like we you have to know that the people
that you’re enabling this with are
qualified to, to make the decisions that
you’re asking of them. And if you’ve, if
you put them in that situation without
providing them that background, that
basis, that experience base, then then
you’re, you’re not really living up to the I
feel like the meaning of it.” (AWC004)
“How do you educate mission command?
versus you know, the short answer for
training mission command is Oh, that’s
why we have the mission command
training program. That’s why we send
commanders to war fighters and the, you
know, the training centers and we do this
and this and this. And, and, you know,
that’s, that’s good. We have professional
military education [PME] and stuff like
that, but how do we, how do we educate
for mission command and put all this you
know, what, what, what great works? Do
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we read and it’s not Clausewitz? Um, you
know, what, what are we teaching our
people to really like to really get after
empowerment leadership? It’s not, it’s
not a Message to Garcia. Although that it
probably that’s probably a starting point.
If you think about it, that’s the sort of
fundamental mission command.”
(AWC008)
“We go to all these formal schools, and
we talk about it. But I don’t know that we
do a lot. specifically to develop the right
mindset, the right personality traits, to
highlight those, because, quite frankly, I
still see people getting promoted that are
the opposite of that. Just Just recently, the
gentleman was selected for command at
the O six level, that across the
community. It made people scratch their
heads thinking, I think there Well,
absolutely this kind of philosophy needs
to be taught from day one. So it should be
something that’s brought up in officer
candidate school (OCS), it should be
something that’s reinforced at the
captain’s level, but coincidental to that.
And this is where I think we really fall
short is teaching, mentoring and
coaching. The mindset, the leadership
styles, are willing to tell people when
they’re not getting it quite right.”
(AWC016)
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Appendix F
Master Narrative Insights: Psychological Traits of Mission Command
Discourse and dimension
Communicate Intent
The leader’s physical and verbal traits
that enables shared understanding in a
LMX construct.

Respondent insights
“I think that commander should have
better understood and better clarify what
his objective for was with the unit,
meaning was the unit’s mission objective
to check all the blocks. So if it was, I
think the soldiers would have understood
that, that our mission is to check blocks,
and just do chaining certificates. And if
that were the case, I think everybody
would be a lot happier. (AWC001)

“Okay. I think I think it’s really important
that a leader is able to, to express
themselves very clearly about what they
want, what their expectations are, that
they’ve articulated it well, and they’ve
checked for understanding before they
they delegate and they send someone out
to do something. And if they’re unable, if
there is a misunderstanding, or it seems
that the subordinate has not done what the
leader intended, that the leader should err
on the side of believing that they
themselves must not have clarified it well
enough. That that can happen at least a
couple of times before there’s a pattern of
expecting the subordinates to ask more
about, you know, clarifying questions and
make sure but but the the default should
be that it was really the leader who
potentially set their subordinates up for
failure.” (AWC002)

“You have to be able to clearly explain
what you see, like when you give the
guidance as the leader exercise and
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mission command, you have to be able,
you can’t be like, well, I’ll know what
right is when I see it. Because that’s not
that’s not useful guidance, you have to be
able to give useful guidance that can help
others on the team understand what you
see is the end goal or objective.
(AWC011)

“You know, the reason that some people,
you know, people communicate
differently. But, you know, sometimes
voice is better than than digital, you
know, sometimes an email is better than
text. You know, have a means to
communicate throughout the
organization.” (AWC018)

Confidence
Mission Command requires
individuals who believe in their skills
and abilities to accomplish a
mission/task while extending that selfconfidence to other team members.

“I think you have to be confident that you
are as a leader, that you fully understand
your higher’s intent, I think you have to
be humble enough to ask hire, or go back
to your boss, and have that open
communication to, to, to, I guess, express
an afterthought. And in that afterthought,
you must then be able to have the
confidence to translate that afterthought
into your own intent and your own vision
in order to set up your subordinates for
success” (AWC005)

“More importantly, is confidence that
you’re confident in yourself and your
abilities. And I guess that what ties into
that also is I’ll use the word humility.
And so the first part is that hey, I’m, I’m
confident in what I’m asking folks to do,
and in how it’s going to achieve the
mission. Letting it but I you know, and
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then I’m confident enough in my own
abilities, that I’m not threatened by them
coming up with, you know, by a
subordinate coming up with a new novel,
great way to do it, which really comes
down to the humility piece of it is, you
know, what, they probably have a much
better idea on how to actually do
something. In theory, they’re experts or I
shouldn’t say in theory, but you know,
they’re experts at their field as well.”
(AWC008)
“I think, you know, there’s that sort of
speak truth to power. You know, you
must be willing to see things that may not
always be the most popular thing
your bravery to fail, even, there’s a lot of
folks, leaders who just refuse to fail. They
should have the proficiencies required, so
there may be a specific qualification.”
(AWC011)
“Confidence has to be present. arrogance
cannot be the confidence especially I’m
confident in myself, then I’m, I’m able to
let go of some of that authority. If I’m
arrogant, that’s inherently selfish. I’m
never going to always trying to hold it
close. And likewise, if I’m as the leader
and unselfish and I see those
opportunities as as growth opportunities
for the subordinate, but then the
subordinate is arrogant. I don’t know that
I could ever trust him. Because it kind of
goes back to the level of risk Am I
willing to accept or the arrogant person
steps over the line all the time?
(AWC016)

Problem Solving
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“They have to be able to listen to
understand the kind of problems that their
subordinate is facing. The need to provide
space and have trust that that subordinate
is going to perform to the best of their
ability. So there has to be a sense of good
faith and The the leader needs to
understand that they should not fix the
problem that the subordinate has, but sees
learning moments, you know, to guide the
subordinate toward identifying the
solution, or helping identify and point out
resources and tools that that subordinate
might not be aware of, that can help to
solve the problem, but to the greatest
extent possible, leave the space for that
subordinate to figure this out. And when
the mistake habit, if mistakes happen, not
to be punitive, but to you know, ensure
that, that it’s handled with a sense of
responsibility, but also, knowing that that
is a way people grow and, and not
making the subordinate feel afraid to
admit when they’re struggling, or when
they’ve made mistakes.” (AWC002)
“So you’ve got that piece of the decision
point tactics is great, but I think the true
essence of mission command is really
when you’ve exceeded the board, or
you’ve exceeded that planning cycle, and
the decisions that are known and you are
capable of making what you assess as the
appropriate decision. Emotional
intelligence. I think that’s an important
trait. I don’t know. I think nuance is a
psychological trait, but I think that’s
important. You know, the problems that
were paid to solve the colonel, O-6 level
are not the same, that were paid this all at
the three level and they’re generally
there’s more nuance, you know,
especially when you start talking about
various injects of guidance, but also when
it comes to you know, addressing issues
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with soldier discipline and leadership,
shortcomings and or failures.” (AWC017)
“Okay. It’s a bureaucracy in terms of
knowing what’s available. And how do
we get it there as efficiently as possible,
right. Now, it’s up to commanders that
are Combat Arms, folks that are saying,
I’ve got to have this tank, so to speak, in
order to be prepared for executing this
mission. Right. So they’re going to tell
me what’s quote, unquote, the most
important thing for them, I am very
bound by what already exists in terms of
what I can get to them. Right. So it’s very
discreet, discrete, I can try to be creative
in terms of the resources available to me
to get things and to push people to get
them there more quickly. But at the end
of the day, it’s just like a math problem,
right? I have x, right? And I need to get x
plus three, or whatever that is, where am I
going to get those other plus three? And
then what means do I have, which is very
fixed? available to get out there? Again,
you can be creative. I’m not saying that
we shouldn’t encourage out of the box
thinking and like, how do you leverage
other resources, but at the end of the day,
it’s just like, I need this. It’s a very
defined problem. And you are just trying
to get here, this, you’re here so that
somebody else can do something with it.”
(AWC010)
“They need to be able to listen, elaborate
these second Listen, process and
communicate. And so subordinates need
to be able to not just listen to their boss,
but listen to those around them. And
understand that perspective taking is key.
Listen to all the perspectives they should
process. The information in this really
process means to synthesize all the
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information to achieve the common goal
in simple terms, and then they need to be
able to communicate what they’ve done
in the first two steps in a way that
supports that comment. Okay. I would
say those are the primary.” (AWC005)

Creativity
“I think they have to be creative, I would
say, to execute, you need to have some
creativity to understand maybe the best
way to solve the problem. And now that
you’ve been given the authorities of
mission command might not be the
traditional or the basic sense. I think you
have to have courage like to make those
courageous decisions or to, to, to push
back against possible commander’s
intent” (AWC004)
“I think, like a willingness, I don’t know
if this is interesting, and I feel like a
willingness to see things from different
perspectives and a willingness to to some
extent to take a risk, but also to say, to
follow a different course of action, then
maybe you would have and so and so
teams may be creative in the exercise of
that duty, and only require additional
guidance. If we learned from it, and you
move on, but what I taught them in that
moment was it’s okay to take a chance on
something to try something I shouldn’t
say take a chance but to try something
new to try something different. Knowing
that, if it doesn’t work out perfect, it’s
okay. We’ll just move on from there.”
(AWC013)
“I guess is it really unfortunate because
sometimes your supporters got really,
really good ideas. And it kind of goes
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back to the discipline initiative. Hey, I got
a really good idea of how to do this. I’m
like, so me I’d say Go ahead. Again, as
long as I can kill anybody or break any
equipment. Go ahead. Yeah, go do it. Go
do it. And so then when you jump back
down to subordinates, their trades, that
goes back to the competence, their ability
to assess and understand the risk.”
(AWC016)
“I think, like a willingness, I don’t know
if this is interesting, and I feel like a
willingness to see things from different
perspectives and a willingness to to some
extent to take a risk, but also to say, to
follow a different course of action, then
maybe you would have [normally]”
(AWC011)

Empathy
Mission Command and the future
force relies on leaders and individuals
who possess a high degree of
emotional intelligence.

“Yeah, so there’s empathy, there is
discernment, no good judgment. You
need to Have good emotional intelligence
and have a sort of a generosity of spirit
toward your subordinates where your
intention is to, you know, really elevate
them be there to back them up and lift
them up. Otherwise, they will feel it, and
they won’t perform. In the same way, if
they think that you are, you’re not there
with the best intentions to support them.
And, and, and again, I think the political
savvy and ability to read the situation,
and put yourself in the shoes of your
team, that are all critical.” (AWC002)
“You have to understand and empathize
with the people that you’re giving these
orders to, that they have additional things
to do. They have families, they have
work, life balance, all that kind of stuff.
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So you having empathy with them, and
for them, is important to ensure that
you’re not placing too much on those
individuals.” (AWC003)
“So leaders must be articulates trusting
risk tolerance, and they must be able to
communicate and to communicate
caring.” (AWC012)
“I think there’s an authenticity to be able
to kind of follow through on empowering
a team with empathy.” (AWC013)

Self-Awareness
Leaders in a Mission Command
environment need to be self-aware
and have the skills necessary to reflect
and find solutions internally.

“The question becomes one of
communication and self-assessment and
where there are some needs in that regard
for the for the employees, so maybe they
are in the habit of not being realistic
about what they can accomplish, or
maybe they’re underperforming. And
then and then I need to ask more
questions in order to figure that out. So.
So the decision cycle, you know, the
default is starting with a certain set of
assumptions about the truthfulness and
accuracy and their own self-assessment
and my ability to help them get where
they’re going. (AWC002)
“So I need to refactor. And perhaps
maybe I need to give you better clear
guidance. So that’s, that’s, that’s another
cycle. And the last one is the blind spot
bias. And it’s really the failure to
recognize your own cognitive biases. And
so for the leader, I think those are the
other important ones to take away in
terms of the psychological effect.
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That it’s a two way communication
channel, you’ve really got to be, you’ve
got it as a commander, you’ve got to be
open to feedback.” (AWC007)
“If you’re perceived as incompetent and
you’re your job, you are not going to
enable mission command because you’re
not going to establish mutual trust. Right.
The other one is stress and anger.
It’s almost like self-awareness.”
(AWC023)
“The subordinate leader must have the
maturity to understand when they need to
go back to the next hire staff as
appropriate, because they’ve exceeded
their stats competence Or they have, you
know, they’re uncomfortable, really
uncomfortable with the problem. And
when I say uncomfortable with the
problem there, you’ve got to be
comfortable with the ambiguity, but you
better known damn well, when you’re
incurring risk on behalf of your
commander that’s not yours to accept. Or
you’ve exceeded your authorities, by
whatever policies and regulations are out
there. So it takes there’s a certain degree
of maturity and expectation and
experience that comes along with it.”
(AWC017)

Flexibility
Future Mission Command
psychological traits of leaders are the
ability of a leader to be comfortable
with ambiguity while empowering
subordinates to make decisions
relevant to their situation.

“Being able to, to allow your
subordinates to modify operations as, as
they see fit for the situation or scenario
they’re in to suit. commander’s intent
devise some specific objective or specific
criteria basically being given the
opportunity to, to control how you would
do things or when you would time things
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in order to meet a commander’s intent,
not necessarily a specific sequenced
direction.” (AWC004)
“The biggest thing that I would say, for a
leader to embrace mission command, he’s
got to be really comfortable, and I know I
use he all the time. The leaders got to be
comfortable with being a passenger. He’s
got to be comfortable with ambiguity.”
(AWC008)
“I would say mental flexibility in will
say, mental flexibility, the other one will
be openness. You have to be open, it goes
hand in hand with flexibility, we have to
be mentally flexible. You have to be able
to, to understand ambiguity or to operate
ambiguity, to accept ambiguity as part of
our of the nature of what we do. Whether
it’s in software, the Army or the military,
for that matter. I think oftentimes, we we,
while we may ask questions, sometimes
the questions that we asked were, we
want to be told exactly what things we
can we want to do essentially validation.
So I think if we can operate in you know,
certainty, base and understanding where
what the what the basic construct is, we
can have that we can make, we can make
an enable mission command.” (AWC022)
“In addition to, to trust this flexibility,
which the army isn’t really good at.
I think that in order to accomplish the
mission, and very frequently, there might
be a dozen different ways to meet the
objectives. But the army very frequently
as I only want this one way done to create
this mission.” (AWC001)
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Initiative
Leaders and subordinates should
possess the internal fortitude to make
a decision and execute required
actions using calculated judgment.

“I guess is it really unfortunate because
sometimes your supporters got really,
really good ideas. And it kind of goes
back to the discipline initiative. Hey, I got
a really good idea of how to do this. I’m
like, so me I’d say Go ahead. Again, as
long as I can kill anybody or break any
equipment. Go ahead. Yeah, go do it. Go
do it.” (AWC020)
“So I had a boss one time, said, as a
philosophy run with scissors, right? And
this was amazing. Right? And it was like,
you know, hey, 99 times out of 100,
you’re going to accomplish something
better than I could have, it’s going to be
turned out awesome. But maybe one in
100, you’re gonna fall in those things and
impale yourself, and then we’re gonna
have to talk about it, we’re gonna have to
put a, put a bandage on it and get going
again, okay.” (AWC023)
“I’ve seen some captains just in the past
year when I was out there having
amazing initiative but also understood
multi headquarters intent above them.
And you know, went up there and did
great things. But then I’ve seen some that
that are, like paralyzed when without
constant guidance.” AWC 023
“Hey, be a be a selfless leader and get
over it. That you don’t like it [the
mission]. nobody’s really interested.
What I’m interested in is how you’re
going to make it work.” (AWC 021)

Micromanagement
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supervision is antithetical to the
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“And they’re going to not provide
mission command type orders, they’re
going to be in the chili of the individual
that is executing whatever mission they
have every single day.” (AWC003)
“I think it has a potential to encourage
superiors to, to step in, even if they see
something that could work. But it’s not
the way they were going to do things or if
they see a trend, but don’t have the
context to go to understand that trend or
that or that piece of data. And so I think
that potentially what happens is, you have
more interference, or more reporting
requirements, or more work being created
at the lower level that could potentially
build a barrier to creative decision
making or to a different process that can
work.” (AWC004)
“So the biggest concern is to find yourself
in a command climate that is unwilling to
accept mistakes. For instance, on an
overseas base, the sensitivities of a an
alcohol related incident is so high that
your ability to stay in command is in
question. Because of the actions of the
younger, you will be looked at for
everything from When was your last
safety stand down? When was your last?
When was the last time you personally
said don’t drink under age, don’t drink
and drive don’t. If you get somebody like
me, is very comfortable in that
environment that truly believes my
success comes when I enable you to do
what you do.” (AWC016)
“It’s not that it’s not the structure of our
profession, is the individual who won’t
allow a subordinate or empower
subordinate to get the job done. They feel
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like they got to do everything themselves.
And part of that maybe that’s because
they’ve got they got beat up in their
career for allowing us to do something
and it didn’t work out very well. Maybe
someone named get killed or got tours
injured, or equipment was destroyed, and
they’re not going to accept that again,
right.” (AWC019)
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Appendix G
Master Narrative Insights: Hierarchical Traits of Mission Command
Discourse and dimension
Technology
Modern telecommunication systems
and the use of advanced technology
inhibits organizational effectiveness
and limits the ability of a unit to
effectively utilize the Mission
Command philosophy.

Respondent insights
“I think it has a potential to encourage
superiors to, to step in, even if they see
something that could work. But it’s not
the way they were going to do things or if
they see a trend, but don’t have the
context to go to understand that trend or
that or that piece of data. And so I think
that potentially what happens is, you have
more interference, or more reporting
requirements, or more work being created
at the lower level that could potentially
build a barrier to creative decision
making or to a different process that can
work.” (AWC004)

“So a battalion commander or brigade
commander, or higher can reach into that
formations footprint via digital means,
and inject what they want done. By doing
so. There’s no more discipline initiative
going on.” (AWC020)

“At the first disagreement about what this
person thought should be going on, and in
his or her care, you knew they would go
to, on a good day, just the two star, you
know, two levels of command above me,
but sometimes it was the three or even a
four star to go around the chain of
command. And that’s, that’s only
possible because of technology.”
(AWC018)
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Doesn’t Inhibit
Modern telecommunication systems
and the use of advanced technology
inhibits organizational effectiveness
and enhances the ability of a unit to
effectively utilize the Mission
Command philosophy.

“I guess, a better melding of collaborative
technologies with mission command
philosophies. I don’t know what that
looks like, exactly. But I was messing
around with some stuff over the weekend.
And, you know, there’s some great
collaborative tools out there that the
military doesn’t use for a number of
reasons, and that’s okay. But like, what
was one of the things so somebody had
had said, the most successful just based
on, you know, the mountains used the
most successful military innovation in the
last half century was PowerPoint.
PowerPoint has beaten every other tool
out there to share information.”
(AWC008)

“You better have a communications
architecture that allows you to create
shared understanding, because critical to
that empowerment is everybody is on the
same sheet of music, so to speak, so that,
that everything stays synchronized, right,
you’re retaining that. So there has to be
that architecture to do to do that. And
then I think you also have to have the
right platforms, whether there is or
otherwise that are helping you develop
the situation that help you understand the
environment, and how rapidly it’s
changing at any given time.” (AWC017)

I think it [technology] actually enables it
[mission command]. That being said, I
think that our ability through technology
to reach down to the lowest levels. And
the reverse is true, you know, to skip the
chain of command and solving problems,
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that’s my perspective of being
empowered.” (AWC018)

DOD Hierarchical Structure
Inhibits
The DOD hierarchical structure
inhibits organizational effectiveness
and limits the ability of a unit to
effectively utilize the Mission
Command philosophy.

“I think we’re better at Mission command
at many of the operational side of things
in the hierarchy. So, you know, the
captain to his crew, or the Commodore to
their to his captains, I think that that that
is very strong, I feel like we are not as
well and granted mission command in
many of our staff or headquarters or
organizational processes. So we tend to
get bogged down with following certain
processes or meeting certain weekends, as
opposed to enabling those that work in
those type of communities to, to really
have the the authority to get the job done
in the best way they see fit. I feel like
their hands are tied a lot more than
somebody necessarily, operationally.”
(AWC004)
“I think the problem or a problem, the
problem With executing mission
command in the current environment is
that we’re talking out of both sides of our
mouth. In that we’re preaching
empowerment, we’re preaching, you
know, solve problems at the appropriate
Echelon, typically the lowest Echelon you
can solve those problems that we’re
trying to train folks to make decisions
that are appropriate for their actions
Echelon in the hierarchy. Yet at the same
time, we’re creating systems and
technologies that are working totally at
odds with that.” (AWC008)
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“So in a CYA [cover your ass] DOD
environment, or in an environment where
humans feel insecure… Because we do
whether it’s because we aim or whatever.
And in that environment, that
environment breeds mistrust. Okay. And
so yeah, if you can’t trust, you can’t have
Mission Command.” (AWC014)

Doesn’t Inhibit
The DOD hierarchical structure
enables organizational effectiveness
and limits the ability of a unit to
effectively utilize the Mission
Command philosophy.

“I personally believe submarines are one
of the last bastions of what could be true
mission command, because even surface
ships now are pretty much always in
connection with their headquarters and
their operational commander. They’re
basically 24 seven always connected, and
receiving email, voice, that kind of thing.
And, and submarines are that way
sometimes, but we, at least at some point,
if we’re on mission will sort of unplug
and we do not transmit, we receive only
we can only receive vital mission stuff
and so that I believe has has kept a
culture where we, you know, we are
given objectives and we have to then
choose what you know, what we think we
should do with the data we have with the
Intel we have to meet that commander’s
intent without guidance or potential
interference” (AWC004)
“Yes, it does at certain echelons. And in
others, it does not. And so let me let me
just describe, I would cut the line at
brigade and higher at the brigade and
higher levels for officers, I think, higher
than brigade of echelons above brigade.
Yeah, empowerment does exist. I believe
that it’s a little tougher for echelons
below brigade. And the reason I cut it
there is because you know, soldiers
officers are used to receiving the
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guidance and following a manual. And
I’ll do it exactly, you know, I have a
problem departing from from doctrine, at
the at the brigade and below. But it’s at
the brigade and above, that departing
from the doctrine gets a little bit easier.”
(AWC005)
“So within department defense, the army
specifically I think it’s efficient to have a
hierarchical organization in terms of
delivering orders and delivering intense,
and then operating in a decentralized
manner, at some point, knowing you may
not have 100% communication 100% of
the time. So, I think having that
hierarchical provides that framework, to
be able to, to, to listen to a higher
headquarters, get the information you
need, and the resources, the personnel
you need, get that together. And then
also, it’s beneficial to know you have a
lateral capability, you have a lateral
organization that’s organized similar to
you. So you can benefit from skills,
knowledge, equipment, other things for
people that are dealing with similar
problems that you are, so I think it’s a
benefit.” (AWC0019)

Authorities
Leaders and organizations require
requisite authorities to effectively
employ the Mission Command
philosophy.

“Kind of authority is necessary. Well,
there’s official authority and there’s
unofficial authority. There’s their official
authority would be that, you know, this is
the specific role that this person holds.
And, and so within the scope of their
authority within the scope of their role,
they can carry out everything that I just
described, for example, the mentorship of
junior like subordinates. But then there’s
also the unofficial authorities, which
would be the degree to which the higher-
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level authority above so for example, in
an embassy, the ambassador as opposed
to the Mission Director, the extent to
which the ambassador creates a climate or
a culture that allows questioning allows
pushing back allows suggestions, allows
debate. Because when, if, if that is not
there, if if you have a high the highest
level of leadership, shutting down that
kind of flexibility and open dialogue, it
can undermine the authority of that next
level leader to really seize all of the
opportunities around them for
empowerment leadership.” (AWC002)
“So a person who has legal authority to
be commander. The authority and the to
own the risk. So, if you’re, if you’re
going to use mission command, to lead
and to get the results you want, then you
need to be able to know that you’re
allowed to assume some risk and that you
may end up failing in certain objectives if
that happens, but that That you’re
allowed to do that, that you have the
authority to assume you have the
authority to assume that risk.” (AWC004)
“The, the authorities, I think, is
interesting, because, you know,
fundamentally is about risk. Right? And,
and it’s an understanding of so when we
talk about trust being the foundation of
trust in cohesive teams being the
foundation and mission command, right,
it’s really about who’s assuming the risk,
right? And who’s under who’s
underwriting the risk? And whose risk is
it to assume, right, so as a tank
commander, I very often had company
commanders assume risks that assume
risk for me when they, you know, didn’t
really have the ability to underwrite that
risk?” (AWC006)
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Time
Time is a critical resource that
organizations require to effectively
develop the Mission Command
philosophy.

“I think, is a leader trying to exercise
mission command, you have to give your
subordinate leaders, your staff, the time
and the space, you know, dedicated to
sort of the, the process of coming up with
the course of action and you know, sort of
solving the problem. That doesn’t just
happen. So, there’s a time and you know,
specific people in different roles that need
to be involved in that process as well.
Right. If you’re always taking out like,
the executive officer, the Operations
Officer from a staff planning, then, you
know, you might not be giving the staff
the right guidance” (AWC011)
“I think you get to that later in that
mission command, one of the constraints
is time. So you talk about what limits
mission command, one of the things
might be time and one of the other things
is risk.” (AWC012)

Institutional
Institutional biases and personnel
limit the ability of a unit to effectively
utilize the Mission Command
philosophy. Often there is a perceived
“band of excellence” in which
Mission Command flourishes.

“I’m not going to say that it inhibits
empowerment of leadership. But there is
going to be a natural tension. As far as
whether its existing or competing,
competing priorities that different people
have based on where they’re at in the
organization. So, the thing that is
important when you’re dealing with
empowering leadership in these kinds of
organization, I’m part of this
bureaucracy, I’m representing my
organization that’s interested in migration
at the time, right. But because I was only
able to work at the Washington level,
right, and then other parts of Washington
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were reaching out and telling Pacific
Command what to do, right. I never heard
back from Indo Pacific Command, from
their perspective.” (AWC010)
“The main difference, I think, between
like a tactical operational unit and the
core, some of the decision cycle stuff is a
is a little bit slower. It’s a little bit more
drawn out. I think it’s just the nature of
the beast for the organization. But I think
some of the other challenges in your
organization is not everyone is prepared
to be empowered, or be making decisions
in in the cycles that that mission
command would lead you to do like the
its majority civilian organization.”
(AWC011)
“We talk about mission command, kind
of as a broad screw, broad scope, but
there are areas within an army where it’s
just not applicable or not effective. So I
think if you could delineate that, that
would be I think, I think, if we use the
operational levels of war as a construct,
you know, I think mission command at
the tactical level, at the operational level
on this cheesy level, all of different, and I
think being able to kind of delineate kind
of what it looks like at each level, I think
would be would be an effective, you
know, if it’s just a chart or graph that, you
know, that kind of speaks to the scope of
it within the institution.” (AWC025)

